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Executive Sum~mar

Chairman's Remarks

Research Diving at sea provides the scientist with a variety of unique capabilities.

Direct observation of the behavior and interactions of individual organisms and their
collection in near-surface � to 150 feet! open-ocean waters is possible. The organisms
collected are frequently so delicate that other techniques, such as netting, are disruptive and
destructive. Additionally, these organisms are frequently transparent and image poorly on
even sophisticated cameras.

Scientific diving teams are able to access, observe, quantify and collect near-surface benthic
communities far from shore in a cost effective manner.

~ Efficient, in-place servicing and securing of bottom and water-column data-gathering devices
under open-ocean conditions can be perfortned.

Future implementation of these techniques is expected to increase and be extended, in state-of-the-art
hyperbaric applications as well as through advances in the use of one-atmosphere in situ methods.

The marine operators and Masters of the academic fleet's vessels have expressed their desire for
better role definition in assuring the safety of over-the-side, manned operations. Although scientists
who dive and administrators of the research diving safety programs share the same concerns for safe
diving procedures, they need assurance that implementation of safety regulations will not unduly
impede scientific efficiency.

In order to address these issues, two workshops were funded by the National Science Foundation
 NSF! and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!. The grant was
administered by the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society  UHMS!. The first workshop was
conducted by the UHMS and the second by the Graduate School of Oceanography  GSO! of the
University of Rhode Island  URI!, The workshops' objectives included establishing research diving-
related guidelines for marine operators and Masters, and reviewing existing shipboard research diving
safety documentation  especially that related to distant scientific programs!. The workshop
participants were tasked to look to the future as in situ technologies evolve for both hyperbaric and
one-atmosphere applications.

the ft:Pott This report contains the results of the URI/GSO
ttBS Of workshop. It is divided into three sections. The first

supplies background by detailing the history of the
issues, the mechanics of the workshop and

perspectives of the attending constituencies; the second and third sections are composed of position
papers prepared by session chairpersons which reflect the participants' consensus. The second
section deals with specific, current issues while the third deals with the issues the participants see on
the horizon. Sun>maries of the sessions' Findings and Recommendations start on the next page, IZ

iv
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Authority and Responsibi!ity

Findings

The inajor participants during the execution of a diving operation are the vessel's
Master  and crew!, the Principal Investigator and the On-Board Diving Supervisor.

The on-site individuals are backed up by a plethora of organizations  Research
Vessel Operator's Committee: RVOC, University National Laboratory System:
UNOLS, National Science Foundation: NSF, American Academy of Underwater
Sciences; AAUS!.

o The organizations' documentation  UNOLS Shipboard Safety Standards, RVOC
5afery Training Manual, campus diving manuals, AAUS Standards! are internally
consistent.

0 A clearly defined requirement exists for a statement that will clarify the issues of
responsibility and authority over scientific diving at sea.

o This workshop represents one of the first titnes each of the major parties
appreciated the problems of the others,

The process of defining authority and responsibility requires an integrated
assembly of planning events, personnel briefings, and document sharing.

While soine responsibilities can be preassigned, others must be handled during the
actual planning and execution process. &

Recommendations

Section 15 of the UNOLS Shipboard Safety Standards should be replaced with the
version developed at the workshop  page 25!.

Direction of, and authority over, the execution of diving operations lies with the
On-Board Diving Supervisor. C
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Mttlti-Institutional Cruises

Findings

The process of preparing for a diving cruise involves a discrete number of
invariable steps, interlaced with project specific requirements. The process
includes; selection of the lead institution; documentation that all research diver
certification requirements have been met; research diver review and approval
process; and an initial letter from the lead institution's campus diving
administration to the ship operator documenting the above.

The process is brought to the ship at the beginning of the cruise in a full-scale
meeting between the On-Board Diving Supervisor, the vessel's Master, and the
Chief Scientist, together with appropriate others such as the Marine Superintendent
 if available!. %

Recommendations

A formal walk-through of the ship's equipment that the research divers will need
 e.g., small boats, crane! with the Master, Chief Engineer, Diving Safety Officer,
On-Board Diving Supervisor, Marine Superintendent and the Principal Investigator
prior to a cruise is highly desirable.

0

Through a procedure not dissimilar to that used for ALVIN proposals, the grant
proposal, as written, should specify to the greatest extent possible details of the
planned diving including the divers, the institutions, the ship  by class and
preferably by name!, the time, the location, the specialized and routine equipment
required, the costs to be uniquely attributed to the diving operation, and an outline
of an etnergency plan. This could be assisted by requiring the attachment of a
completed Pre-Cruise Dive Plan Form  page 29 of this report!.

Prior to the submission of the grant proposal, the Principal Investigator should
work out with the desired ship operator and the respective campus diving
administrations the details of the planned diving as outlined above,

The description of the process described above and the Pre-cruise Dive Plan Form
should be incorporated into appropriate NSF, UNOLS and RVOC documents,

Uniformity across the fleet in the requirements placed on diving cruises is highly
desirable. X
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Small Boats arid Small Boat  !perators

Findings

o Most vessel operators have small boat operation rules and regulations. However,
when viewed from a f!eet-wide perspective, these are not generally available,
complete. or consistent with each other especially as they relate to at-sea diving
support,

A coinrnon standard should include operator requirements  training, certification,
proticiencies, etc.!. operational procedures  launch and recovery, diver assistance,
support and communication, special diving conditions, etc.!, dive planning
involvement, a detailed checklist. and emergency procedures.

The primary boat operator should normally be a member of the ship's crew.
Science party operators inust demonstrate, to the vessel Master's satisfaction,
acceptable skills and knowledge. Having a boat operator with diving knowledge
i» useful to both the ship and the science party and should be encouraged. &

Recommendations

UNOLS/RVOC should deve!op a common set of guidelines for small boats and
their operators, not unlike  in form! the standards AAUS developed for research
diving, These guidelines should be incorporated, as appropriate, into the U/VOLS
,Shiphnurd .Safe v S andurds, the RVOC .Sule v Trai»in'> Ma t  <rI and other
UNOLS/RVOC document». These new guidelines should include coverage of the
use ot small boats for diving operations. Small boat topics that relate to diving
should be incorporated into the doc~ments mentioned above in both the small boat
and diving sections.

Small boats from which diving operations are conducted should, as a high priority
consideration, always be equipped with a v ay of rapidly recalling the divers to the
surface in an efficient manner. C
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Diver Evaluation and Training Standards

Findings

Shipboard diving, when compared to near-shore diving conducted from small
boats, requires additional diving skills and knowledge on the pari of the scientific
party as well as additional skills and knowledge on the part of the ships' crew,
The assumption that all member» of such expeditions have been adequately trained
and indoctrinated in the tasks to be performed may not always be valid. It is
imperative that all personnel involved in the diving operation have a clear
understanding of the tasks to be performed, how they are to be accomplished and
who the responsible individual is.

The responsibility for the establishment of minimum standards for qualifying and
training scientific divers, as well as running research diving safety programs, rests
with AAUS. The implementation of those standards rests with the campus diving
administrations. AAUS standards cover basic diver training but do not directly
address day-to-day shipboard scientific diving operations.

It is not uncoinmon for diving cruises to include diving personnel from institutions
other than the vessel operator. It is sometimes difficult for foreign divers and
divers from institutions which lack an AAUS model research diving safety
program to demonstrate their qualification for research diving cruises. H

0

Recotnntendations

When a cruise is leaving from a port other than the home port, and there are
research divers meeting the ship who are not yet qualified, inclusion of the Diving
Safety Officer  or an authorized representative! in the scientific party as the On-
Board Diving Supervisor is the preferable mode of operation. This approach
permits the On-Board Diving Supervisor to conduct the required m-water
checkouts of the divers and to qualify them on the spot. When this approach is
used, research divers need to consider that they will not be permitted to dive if
they do not meet the qualification criteria.

The development of common policy approaches, evaluation criteria, and protocols
for the testing of the proficiency of shipboard scientific divers and support
personnel is needed. Consensual standards covering these items should be
developed.

All UNOLS members whose scientists carry out diving research or who operate
a UNOLS research vessel should be Organizational Members of the AAUS so that
they can fully participate in the development and evolution of research diving
safety standards. 4
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Emergency Planning

Findings

Miisters 'ind iinitcs;ire prepared to respond to life-threatening events at sea on an
ad hoc basis.

Di~ing cruises require speci lie plans to deal with medical advisory
communication. evacuation. and loc;ition ol' operational hyperbaric chambers that
have medical support

Available chamber location information receives little distributioil even though it
i» useful in operationalarea planning. H

Recommendations

lf an accident occurs, the Master of the main vessel has the responsibility for
establishing communication with pre-defined medical advisory personnel. Both
the scientific party and the ship's crew should understand how to communicate
with the agencies involved in medical emergency and rescue.

0

Research divers  working with the vessel EMT when present! should be prepared
to deal with oxygen administration and emergency management,

Emergency drills should be held on vessels conducting diving operations.

With thc appropriate approval of UNOLS, an emergency planning file should be
established at the LJNOLS office. The file would contain past emergency plans
including information on medical and evacuation support, recompression facilities,
response chart documenting 'response-radius' of the evacuation facilities and other
emergency contacts. An on-line coinputer data hase that keeps track of the plans
in the file should be an integral part of this project.

As part of a diving cruise emergency plan, the On-Board Diving Supervisor must
include details concernin: contacting medical advisory groups; evacuation
procedures; diving operations; and emergency chain of command, including 'first-
responder aid' communication. A 'response-radius' chart should also be prepared,
A copy of all emergency plan documentation should be sent to the UgpLS office
for inclusion in the Emergency P/an file.

Genera} cruise einergency planning would benefit from documentation in existing
UlsiOLS and RVOC marine safety Publications. X

0 The On-Board Diving Supervisor should be given priinary responsibility for the
assembly of the information and protocols that go into the Pre-cruise Dive Plan.
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Recomyressioa Chambers

~ F/tidings

A review of the history of academic research diving does not justify the
requirement of on-board recompression chambers.

Chambers may be desirable for diving techniques/equipment that are outside of
the current practices of the scientific diving community,

Of the chambers available, a double lock multi-place unit is the superior choice.&

ReeommendtNlotts

Normal at-sea scientific diving from UNOLS ve»»el» does not require the
provision or use of an on-board recompression chamber.

Diving beyond the experienced norm, especially in a remote site, should be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis as part of the dive planning process to determine
if a chamber is warranted.

0 The general level of emergency medical preparedness should be enhanced by
encouraging the training of crew members  and even interested research divers as
Emergency Medical Technicians!.

0 In-water, oxygen decompression or the use of NITROX should be evaluated as
techniques capable of providing greater safety margins..X
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New Teehrtologies

Vindings

Relatively new technologies such as hyperbaric use of NITROX, HELIOX, new
diving tables, diving computers, and multiple tethered diving have now entered the
academic diving community. Additionally, both manned submersibles  including
One Man Atmospheric Diving Systems: OMADS! and unmanned  Remote
Operated Vehicles: ROV, and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles: AUV!
technologies are extending our subsea horizons,

Regulatory mechanisms appropriate for hyperbaric exposure exist, but while
satisfactory for classical diving techniques, they must now address emergent
innovations.

0

Issues to be dealt with include availability of access to vehicles and resources,
handling technical complexities, and training of scientist participants, &

Recommendations

The ISSC is visualized as occupying a position comparable to the Research Vessel
Operators Committee  RVOC! and the Fleet Improvement Committee  FIC! and
should encompass the current ALVIN Review Committee  ARC! in addition to
newly established interest groups dealing with submersibles  other than ALVIN!,
OMADS, ROVs, and AUVs. Two mechanisms that could be employed in the
structuring of this committee  apart from the ARC component! are;  I! appoint
a large ISSC whose members are divided into functional groups to address
identified problems; or �! create a smaller standing ISSC which would convene
ad hoc panels of outside experts to deal with specific issues. X

o UNOLS should establish a standing committee  i.e., the In-Situ Science
Cotrrtrrittee: ISSC}, composed of competent, interested, and involved parties
including vessel operators, academic and commercial submersible operators,
scientists, Diving Safety Officers, organizational representatives  e.g.,
UNOLS/RVOC, AAUS} and representatives from interested Federal agencies  e.g.,
NSF, NOAA, ONR, Department of the Interior, Department of Energy}. The
committee should deal with issues such as the establishment of standards for

operating, contracting, safety and insurance, coordinating and scheduling, and
shared use as well as provide advice to agencies. This recommendation
 establishment of the ISSC! is similar to one of the UNOLS Submersible Science
Study's  S'! recommendations.
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Future Needs artd Projects

~ Findings

Since 1977 the AAUS has been the national body representing the U.S. Scientific
Diving Community, However, no formal links exist between AAUS and
UNOLS/RVOC despite commonality of interest and congruity of membership.

AAUS has the expertise to provide services to UNOLS/RVOC in the area of
diving information, standards, statistics, reciprocity, expert assistance and
representation as well as a forum for resolving research diving issues. %

M Recornrttendations

UNOLS/RVOC should utilize the AAUS to provide consultation and advice on
research diving issues. In support of this utilization UNOLS/RVOC and AAUS
should establish formal and consistent links to assure such benefits as cross-

representation at significant meetings, cross-reporting in newsletters and, most
importantly, cross-convening of joint issue topical conferences such as this
workshop.

0

As a way of supplying technical links and in consonance with the report of the S',
the Diving Safety Officers of the UNOLS institutions should form a sub-
committee under the proposed In situ Science Sub-Committee  ISSC!.

The AAUS Board of Directors should establish a committee within the AAUS
composed of the UNOLS Diving Officers.

0

UNOLS and its member institutions should pursue, through the AAUS, an
agreement with NOAA concerning the reciprocal recognition of each other' s
research diver credentials.

0 Statistics should be kept by UNOLS concerning diving from vessels in the
academic fleet. Copies of institutional diving logs from all cruises should be
provided by the Chief Scientist as part of the normal Post-Cruise Report to
UNOLS.

0 The diving-related portion of the UNOLS research vessel inspections should be
enhanced. This review should concentrate on the diving equipment and the ship
equipment  i.e., small boats and motors! as well as procedures for use and access
to accident-response equipment.

xvl

0 The peer review of science proposals involving research diving should include the
best available  e,g., a Diving Officer from a UNOLS institution! review of diving
operational safety and feasibility considerations.
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o All UNOLS member institutions who either conduct scientific diving or whose
ships are used for research diving cruises should be Organizational Members of'
the AAUS.

o Methodologies should be developed for divers whose institutions do not have
forrnal scientific diving programs in order that they may fulfill certification
requirements when they need to participate in UNOLS cruises..C
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Introduction, Overview and Perspectives
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Io trod petiole

To understand the issues underlying the current concerns regarding scientific diving at sea, one must
go back in time to the late seventies. On S November l976 Federal OSHA first issued standards'
regulating commercial diving in which they defined commercial diving as 'any diving in which an
employee/employer relationship existed.' Under these rules, OSHA classified diving researchers as
commercial divers thereby putting significant operational and safety constraints on diving by the
scientific community, Among the problems with the OSHA regulations that were cited by members
of the scientific diving community were a number of specified changes in operating methods which

the scientific diving community considered
unsafe . Additionally, these changes would have
caused a substantial reduction in useful science

time and vessel space at sea by reducing
operational efficiency,

The scientific community strongly disagreed with
the OSHA action, feeling that the scientific
community had established and maintained an
excellent safety record as a self-regulated entity.
ln order to respond to this perceived threat, the
American Association of Underwater Sciences

 AAUS! was formed. The group effectively
presented the scientific community's diving

safety record. as well as its needs and requirements, After protracted hearings and reversals, OSHA
finally exempted the research diving community on 26 November l982, OSHA's ruling withstood a
subsequent court challenge.

The University National Oceanographic
Laboratory System  UNOLS! adopted the AAUS
standards in 1985 for all shipboard diving
undertaken at member institutions, In l988 the

National Science Foundation  NSF!, a major
supporter of both UNOLS and the academic
institutions within the organization, expressed
concern about the application of these safety
standards and their relation to research-related

accidents that had taken place within the
scientific community. Some of the accident» occurred vvithin the marine field, both at sea and
ashore, and included two shipboard diving non-fatalities and one remote site diving fatality. Because

4i Fetterat Register 489SO

'Fcdcial Regulation of Scientific Divers.' Sharkey, P. and Austin, L.: 1983, in Oceans '83 Proceedings, Marine
Technology Society. Washington, D.C.
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of this. and especially because nf concerns expressed by 1 JNO} S ship oper;ttt>rs, NSF decided that
there was a need to precipitate useful discussions among the parties it>vt>lved itt scientific diving
operattons. The ship operators felt uneasy with over-thc-side diving i>pcratit>ns, especially in the
open ocean, the diving scientists felt somewhat put upt>n by the rules, regulatit>t>s and complications
of tneeting the diving regulatory requirements, and the catnpus diving atlministrations f'ound
themselves in the middle of these issues. RI

The UHMS Worksho on Safet Guidelines f' or Divin ~ from Shi s at Sca

A workshop to discuss thc diving-related issues was conducted on
Friday, 2'! April 19gft, by the Un<fersea 4 Hyperbaric Metlical
Society  UHMS! under NSV~~'OAA sponsorship. its goals were
defined as; establishn>cnt of < uidelines ft>r th» oceanographic
vessel Masters; review and asscsstncnt of control ol' research diving
operational safety; the developntcnt t>f' ar> ann >tated bibliography
dealing with scientific diving at sea, its problems anti issues  i,e.,
physioh>gy, training, experience, etc.!; and publishit>g the results of
the defiberath>t>s. UHMS is in the process <>1 cnrnl>leting the output
frt>m this initial workshop,

The workshop convened three primary groups: corntnercial divers,
Navy divers. and scientific diving a<fministratt>rs. A review of the

transcripts from the workshop showed that while each t>f the parties had good and sufficient reasons
as to why they conduct diving operations as they do, each party ltad differing missions, philosophies,
strategies, and resources. As a result, no substantial beneficial interaction occurtcd. The discussion
did not include a definition of responsibility f >r, and authority over diving <>peratit>ns, which led to
the conclusion that further efforts were required to address the neetls and interests ot the scientific
community. A vigorous debate regarding t.harnber use also
appeared to warrant additional discussion. &

The URl GSO Worksho on Shi board Scientific Divin Safet

Subsequent to the UHMS workshop, the need to brir>g together
a broader and different group nf people to continue the process
of establishing safety guidelines and standards for research
diving was reinforced by a number of events. A maj<>r effort
had gone into revision of the UNOLS Shipboard Safely
Standards'  which included a section covering research diving!:
the Researt.h Vessel Operators' Committee  RVOC! Safety

'Safety Guidetit>es for Diving tron Ships at Sea,' Greenbat>m, t.. tEditor!: Draft. Undersea and Hypert>arje +edjcat
S >etet>, Bethesda, MD.

't.!sOES Shipih<>ard Safety Standards.' 1989: t tniversity Natit>nat Oceanographic Lahoratt>ry Systetn. t;niversity of
Ivan!> i t>g ti>n, Sea t t Je. WA,
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Tr«iruitt, Manual' was in development  which also included a chapter on research diving!; and the
U/s/OI.Ss.S< bntercitile S<'ieger  C.S udy  S'! was in progress.

Other new information that needed examination
came I'rom the AAVS, which had just put forth
new medic;il examination schedules and

published material that had not been considered
al the VHMS workshop, concerning co!d water
dlv tug. <31ving COmputel s, and SafC I'ales Oi
ascent. Additionally, S8 canipus diving
administration repr<.sentatives  Diving Safely
Off'icers and Diving Control Board metnbers!
lrom 41 institutions met at Wood» H<ile

Ocean<>graphic institution, as part of the AAUS
Annu;tl Sytrtposium. and documented their
c<yncerns' relative to topics of' safety, equipment,
proccdurcs, training, n e w diving technologies and
rCC<pr<!c lly.

Specific tasks f' or the URI/GSO worksh<>p
included:

I ! Stud> of the nev information available on remote site and shipboard diving safety and
effectiveness;

2! l/tilization of new information in a detailed review of diving section of the UNOLS Shipboard
.8'a/i ry S a»darrAs and the Rl'OC Safe y Training Manual;

3! Review <if the consensual research diving safety standards of which the AAUS is custodian and
which serves as the hackb<ine of the diving section of the current UWOLS Sltiphaard Safety
. Sjall<lal <ls", and

4! Examination oi' the need for a potential extension of the VNOLS standards to specifically
address the concerns raised by the operators of academic research vessels and the needs resulting
from research diving conducted at remote sites.

The planning Ior the URl/GSO workshop differed somewhat from that for the UHMS workshop,
The primary goal v'as to bring together experts from inside VNOI S and scientific diving. cornmunitv
to review both the output from the VIIMS workshop and the nev. material that v as available. This
review was targeted at providing the greatest possible assistance to UN !LS in the establishment of
research diving safety guidelines;tnd standards that v cre efficient with respect to scientific resources.

'Research Vcssci Operators' Cnn»»»tec Satcty 'I'raining Sianoal,' Baih J.1  hairrnani: In Press. Lintversity National
Oceanographic Lahorat<>rs System. l.1nticrsity <if Washington, Seattle. WA.

* 'Minutes of the Annual Research Doing Safety Officers Meeting 1989', Sharkey, P.  Chairman>: !9IS9. American
Academy nf Underwater Sciences. Costa Mesa, CA.
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A cl<'ar part Of' assuring diving sCientists' Saf'< ty w;Is nieeti» th««I;Il <il iIEEJE <ivInt' C<inlnluni<.'Jr<<in
between OrganiratiOns and thc members Of the <in-site t«,IIEEs inv<ilved w<th  li«livint.  Jeneral
COneept!h and speCIlICs C<!neeI11ilig the JssigIEIEIeiit <if Iesli<insllillIIv 'Ind 'luth<iritv f'<ir shipb<i;Ird diving
is unclear and contradict<iry especially when <ine ail s tlie <in h<iard p;IItIciln<nts «h<i is in charge <if
What This is of speCial cuncern tO ship Maxters at sc,<. DIECuIEEeIE 'Iti<!IE de<<lin" v<ith the
<Iualifteati<in and interChange Of research divers Jmun instituti<yiis is f1<i<iI I V dclined;Is is the
tranSmissiOn, updating, and stOrage <if' that <l<iCumentati<»1. H

Phase One

The URI/GSO workshop began with an examination <if' the structure of' thc scicntif'ic
community, Fig~re I shows the interrelationships defined hy that examinati<iri. I he
 NSF, the Office of IVaval Research  ONR! and others! are c<iupled t<igether thniugh
of UNOLS to deal with academic fleet operations. UNOLS includes n<it only;Ill o 
vessel operator»  who make up the membership
of the RVOC! but also other institutions who
conduct major scientific research activitie» at sea.
This strongly linked system i» driven by science
needs. Science, through peer review, determines
funding of research and this involvement of the
working scientist in both UNOLS and AAUS
activities creates a strong, but informal, link.
Additionally, AAUS is highly responsive to
campus diving administrations, However, as
Figure l shows, there i» no direct linkage
between the AAUS and the ship operators.
Therel'ore, one of the purposes of this second
workshop was to determine if a link was
important and, if it was, to find an effective
means to establish and maintain it.

di yiilg
federal agencies
the mechanism

the academic

~Ft ure i' .hmhe in the 4'lentihr iyt tnu Community.

~ht ure d: ItNOih RVOC rnd AAUS m«mh r.htP

Although there are no formal links between the <irganizations. there i» c<immonality in membership,
The Marine Technology Society  MTS! estimates that there are 350 marine research institutions in
the nation. Fifty-six of these are rnernbers of UNOLS {Figure 2!. An examination of AAUS
membership within UNOLS shows that all but eight UVOLS institutions have AAUS Individual

Members on campus, 16 of the UNOLS
institutions are AAUS Organizational Member»,
and seven are in the process of joining  Table I!.
Of the S6 UNOLS institutions, 21 are members of
the RVOC. Eleven RVOC institutions are AAUS
Organizational Members, four RVOC institutions
are in the process of becoming AAUS
Organizational Meinhers, and all of the RVOC
members have Individual Members of AAUS on
campus. Despite this high degree of
organizational correspondence, no forrnal
mechanism exists for making use of these
interrelationships.
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Cominunication between organizations i» not the only issue. In addition. there are issue» concerned
with responsibility and authority. liability and qualifications. safety and accident management
scientific efficiency, documentation, new technology and practice», and continuity An overriding
objective in dealing with these problcins i» to avoid setting up excess bureaucracy that would inhibit
the accoinplishment of primary ta»ks. To address these concern». communication can and must he
iinprtived. Better communication is required between the organizations, between the individuals at
the dive site. and between the organizations and the on-site individuals.

There are new technologies that will require the science commurlity to
deal with operational safety issues similar to those raised by research
diving at sea. An example is the use of non-dedicated vessels with
OMADS. Although one workshop is unlikely to resolve all these is»nues,
it was hoped that, by providing a forum for knowledgeable people to
respond with individual points of view, either agreement on the various
issues, or equally important, documentation of disagreement would be
produced so that the community could develop solutions to its problems,

Figure 3 compares the approach taken in the UHMS workshop with that
of the URI/GSO workshop. Thc UHMS brought together groups of divergent viewpoints, practices
and concerns about diving safety.
URI/GSO brought together the groups
with specific concerns with, and influence
over, scientific diving  ship operators,
scientists, and campu» diving
adinini»trations! together with
representatives of AAUS and UHMS.
Each of these three constituencies brought
various organizational affiliations which
typically were; ship operators  UNOLS
and RVOC!, scientists  UNOLS and
AAUS! and campus diving
administrations  AAUS!.

The charge to the panel was to produce:

I ! A statement, addressing the special problems of multi-institution cruises, which outli~~~ th
responsibility and authority of: the diving scientist, the research vessel operator, the re»care"
vessel Master, and the campus diving administration;

Copies of existing documentation were
provided to the workshop participants
 i.e., UWOLS Shipboard Safety Standards:
Section 15 � Diving; RVOC Safety
Training Manual: Diving Section; and
AAUS Standards for Scientific Diving
Certification and Operation of Srientific
Di ving Programs!,

~Fi nre 3: penicipennp cnnerhncncie in che UHMS enci UR1/UFU
Workshops.
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2! A review of the diving section in the UNOL$
Safety Training Manual, with
recoinmendations for changes as needed;
Recommendations to UNOLS/RVOC
covering special equipment and procedures
requirements for divtng from UNOLS vessels
 Le., small boats, medical equipment,
decompression tables and procedures, and
recoinpres sion chambers!;
Recommendations to UNOLS/RVOC
concerning requirements for special personnel
when diving is conducted from UNOLS
vessels;

Detailed checklists for diving cruise and
remote site planning including casualty
evacuation;
Recommendations to UNOLS/RVOC for
standards defining the minimum diving skill
and knowledge required of diving researchers
who work from UNOLS vessels or at remote
sites; and

Recommendations for linking the diving
scientists, the marine operators and the
Diving Safety Officers together in a manner
that wiII improve the effectiveness of the
above items. &

Shipboard Sufi'rl Sfandardl and the RVOC
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'I'he l'Rl/ ~SO Work@ho on Shi board Scientific Divin Safet an Overview

The URI/GSO Workshop on Shipboard Scientilic Diving Safety. held in Washington. DC from
Sunday through Tuesday. 1N-2 ! February 1990, consisted of eight major elements  Appendix A on
page 6l: Schedule of the URI/GSO Workshop on Shipboard Scientific Diving Safety!. The 21
participants  Appendix R on page 64. List ol Attendees! represented various academic institutions,
nation'il oceanographic laboratories and other involved organizations including: Ainerican Academy

of Underwater Sciences, Harbor Branch
Oceanographic Institution, Marine Biological
Consultants Applied Environmental Sciences Inc.,
Northeastern University's Marine Science Center,
Research Vessel Operators' Committee,
Smithsonian Institution, Texas A & M
University, University of Rhode Island's
Graduate School of Oceanography, University of
California at San Diego's Scripp» Institution of
Oceanography, University of Miami's Rosenstiel
School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences,
University of Maine's Darling Marine Center,
University National Oceanographic Laboratory

~pf ore a: ti:e ef the Matrix r > e xet n rxtemeat of System and Woods Hole Oceanographic
Rcsporisibihty and Aulhorily by examining case studies. Ins'titution. Although the Director of the

NOAA/NURC  National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration/National Undersea Research Center! program was unable to attend the
URI/GSO workshop, NOAA was a co-sponsor. The attendee» v ere selected to assure representation
from science, ship, and diving administration constituencies. Each constituency was asked to state its
perceptions t>f shipboard scientific diving safety and expectations for the workshop,

Following a slide presentation illustrating blue water diving techniques, a session was held to present
a short exantple ol the application of a matrix  Appendix C on page 66; The Matrix! to a case
study. This matrix was then used for detailed examination and review hy three task groups  Figure
4!.

Each task group was carefully designed to include members from each constituency. One task group
was chaired by a representative of each constituency. The task groups were asked to perform three
assignments:

1! Review each cruise event, determine which listed individuals and organizations were involved
in that event  adding any overlooked participants! and rank the participants' involvement with
respect  o their own subjective appreciation of the participants' level of combined authority
and responsibility.

2! Conduct a detailed examination and review of several case studies to determine that their
rankings were appropriate.

3! Apply the task group s matrix results to case studies.
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Forma! presentations and discussions were held on the following topics; multi-institutional diving
cruises, special personnel for diving cruises, responsibility statements, diver training standards, small
boats and small boat operators, emergency planning and accident management, recompression
chambers, new technologies issues, and future needs. The closing sessions defined requirements to
complete the current tasks.

The participants were asked to make recornrnendations to NSF
concerning the safety of scientists diving at sea. The workshop
also developed a few examples of recommended procedures,
such as the Pre-Cruise Dive Plan forin, for use by organizations
concerned with the process of scientific diving from academic research vessels at sea  e.g., NSF,
UNOLS, RVOC, NOAA, AAUS!. lt is hoped that these organizations and others such as the
Medical Advisory System will, through their normal processes, make the best possible use of this
information. T

10
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Pers ectives on the Problem

The first formal session of the workshop was designed to give the participants the opportunity to
present their organization's shipboard diving concerns, their perceptions of the issues and to state
their views on required workshop output. The format used was to have a representative of each
constituency make a presentation, followed by discussion among the attendees. &

UNOLS/RVOC - im Williams

ln 1986 the revised UNOLS Shipboard Safety Standards, which for the first time included a diving
section, was published. The standards are updated periodically, most recently in 1989, The RVOC
makes the point that these safety standards are to be considered as minimum guidelines for UNOLS
research vessels. All UNOLS ship operators and users of UNOLS vessels are expected to be
thoroughly familiar with these standards and comply with their recommendations. More detailed or
stringent requirements, if necessary, are included in institutional policy documents and even state
law.

The crucial test for a set of standards is the critical experience that one goes through in an
investigation following an accident. Did the standards answer the hard questions that are asked such
as: 'who is in charge of safety? How much training has been done? Have regulations been posted?
Have inspections been held?' Pressure to provide increased protection for all employees has

produced substantial changes in shipboard policy documents,

Discussion

All activities have recognized hazards and going to sea has its own. The scientific cornrnunity, in
concert with academic institutions, the sponsors of science programs, and UNOLS, has worked hard
to do everything possible to provide a safe working environinent. This consensual effort has been
highly effective and has resulted in the establishment of a clear standard of practice for the U.S.
research fleet, the UNOLS Shipboard Safety Standards. These standards reference the American
Academy of Underiva er Sciences Standards for Scientific Diving Certification and Operation of
.Scientific Diving Programs as the accepted standard of practice of the UNOLS research diving
community.

Comparirig the academic community to others, it is clear that the academic community does not
document either general shipboard or diving activities to the extent that, for example. the U.S. Navy
does, with its extensive manpower availability and special needs, However, the academic community
does claim to document in inore depth than cornrnercial operators. The most significant difference in
concept between academic and commercial diving is that the primary responsibility for safety rests
with the individual research diver. This approach is quite unlike the military or commercial system
in which primary responsibility rests with the line supervisor. Additionally, institutions interact as
equals in a collegial relationship. One does not 'boss' the other, and this underlines the principle of
local control.
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One of the workshop objectives was to determine if available policy documentation  e.g., the
UNOLS standards, AAUS manual, etc,! are sufficiently detailed io reflect shipboard needs, including
definition of items such as the Master's responsibility. An cnergctic debate between shipboard
operators and divers swirled around the issue of degrees of specificity desirable f»r written
procedures. The participants trom the research vessel community took the position that inore
specific definition of responsibility and authority is desirable. The research diving community felt it
was best to establish minimum standards in no greater detail than was absolutely necessary, details
being best established on the local level as the situation demands.

It was pointed out that the divers need to keep up with advances in equipinent, such as: buoyancy
compensators, NITROX, dry suits and diving coniputers. AAUS felt that they fulfill this role by

holding workshops and disseminating information on new
technology to the campus diving administrations  Appendix
D on page 72: AAUS Bibliography for details of various
workshop proceedings!. In addition to establishing
standards, AAUS stated that they also accumulate statistics
relative to shipboard diving experiences and accidents in the
form of a database,

The point was made that, regardless of the specificity of  he
standards, external control of the diver ceases when the
diver drops over the side, At that point the individuals must
be operationally responsible for their own safety, It became
clear from the discussion, however, that in order to keep the
standards generic, the ship's Master requires a clear
responsibility/authority document. He is held, by both the
institution and the U.S. Coast Guard, to be responsible for
the ship and the people on board even when they are over

the side and even though it is clear that he has no actual control over a diver in the water.

It was further suggested that the concept of having an On-Board Diving Supervisor specifically
identified from among the research party whose primary responsibility is thc safety of the operation
is desirable. However, it is frequently impractical due to cost and space limitations to have someone
on board uniquely for that role. The point was made that personnel controlling the diving operation
must have the confidence of the ship's Master and have a relationship similar to that of the Master
and the Chief Engineer, %

HAVOC Sa e Traiuin Manual Subcommittee - ack Bash

The creation of the Rl~OC Safety Training /tfanuat grew out of a realization within the RVOC that
commonality in training and further definition of the shipboard operators' role was required. The
concept was underlined by the results of fleet inspection teams that review the research vessels every
two years, A cornmiuee was set up through the RVOC  with UNOLS endorsement! to draft a
specific training manual, now in preparation with publication expected during the summer of 1990,
In contrast, the UNOLS Shipboard Safety Standards is a policy document that provides RVOC
members with minimum guidelines for research vessel safety, Section 15 of these standards covers
diving safety.

17
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The Safety Training Manual is written for a seaman, under the presumption that he or she has not
read other manuals. The first chapter of the manual  there are l4 chapters! is designed to be used as
a summary orientation document for the scientist. In a sense, it wilt be two manuals in one: training
for the crew, and orientation for the scientist. The definition of its approach, contents, and
downstream usage is expected to be subject to continual redefinition. Training procedures, and
training video tapes, may come out of this manual. The RVOC can consider minor changes prior to
the publication date. The manual is a living document, designed to accommodate changes in
technology and be revised periodically.

Discussion

Questions were raised about the necessity of technical changes in the document to reflect current
diving practice. For instance, the Trendelenburg position  a left-side-down, head low transport
position! featured in the present document, has been shown recently not to be helpful.

The average non-diving crew members focus on the danger of an equipment failure resulting in
running out of air. This is not a problem that occurs with any frequency. In any case, the crews'
concern should be focused on the organization and control of the emergency aspects of the operation,
not on a diver's potential individual problein.

The RVOC Safety Training Manual contains more specific details on diving techniques than are
included in the AAUS manual. This is because AAUS standards and guidelines are at the policy
level  as are the UNOLS Safety Standards! while the RVOC Safety Training Manual is more specific
and should be viewed at the same level as AAUS technique documents. The definition of terms
should be constant within all of the documentation. Ideally, there should be no discrepancy between
guidelines and training.

It was critical to define, with specificity, the role of the lead institution's Chief Scientist and the
Principal Investigator of the diving program in order to allow a clear decision regarding which
person or organization is responsible. For example, the lead institution's campus diving
administration is not always a part of the Principal Investigator's home institution.

The comment was made that there are significant differences between the operations of coastal
benthic divers and open-ocean divers. Concern was expressed that both the UNOLS Shipboard
Safety Standards and the RVOC Safety Training Manual, as they exist, do not fairly represent
benthic-oriented diving from relatively large ships offshore, where the divers work with both
comparatively heavy research equipment and samples. The operational differences become less
distinct as ships get closer to shore and smaller.

It was also felt that the RVOC Safety Training Manual does not deal with equipment support diving
in which untethered scuba diving takes place in connection with OMADS and tethered vehicles such
as the Remote Underwater Manipulator  RUM!. A plea was made for a formal review mechanism to
be established involving the concerned parties.
This mechanism would not be unlike the
treatment given the radiological section of the
UNOLS' Standards  i.e., have the document
reviewed by the diving community through
AAUS!,
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The participants clearly felt that more mi»sion-specific details should be developed a» part of an on-
board cruise dive plan, A vigorous di»cus»ion on the subject of degrees of' ipecificiiy took place.
The final outcome favored the inclusion of detail», The identifying ol exa< t i»arine band
communications rather than simply saying 'radio' was cited as an example. Additionally, questions
dealing with the configuration of the vessel and its abilities need to be addressed. Will there be
open-ocean diving. Live boating, Will the boat be underway? In the case of saturation diving
habitats and shore-based operations, ships are not considered to be the controlling element.

It was considered critical to specify more interaction among the small boat crew, the primary vessel,
and the research divers under both normal and emergency conditions. This i» especially important in
situations such a» in the Antarctic where, for instance, outboard motors rnu»t bc kept running or they
freeze even though diver safety considerations would suggest shutting ther» down.

The discussion then shifted to the responsibility of the small boat operator» and the vessel from
which the actual diving takes place. Should the operator be primarily a competent »eaman or a
research diver" .The tenor of opinion was that competent »eamanship is more important but diving
knowledge couM be advantageou», especially in the case of accident» and the carly recognition of
problem» such as an injured or lost diver. In large-scale operation», a dive-ready, back-up diver
should be in the boat, but it was not recommended that the boat tender leave his vc»sel to interact
with the in-water operations. It was felt that {he On-Board Diving Supervisor should generally
remain on the large ve»sel observing the operation, linked to the cominunication»ystem and in a
position to take charge in emergency situations, It was stated that activities in which the most
dangerous conditions occurred was loading and off-loading of personnel between the main vessel and
the smaller dive boat

If an accident occurs, the Master of the main vessel has the responsibility for e»tablishing
communication with pre-defined medical advisory personnel. The diving people working with the
vessel EMT »! should be prepared to deal with oxygen admini»trati<>n and emergency management.
The idea of having emergency drill» on board a vessel conducting diving operations was put forward.
Both the scientific party and the ship's crew must clearly understand how to communicate with the
agencie» involved in medical emergency and rescue, The Master's ultii»ate respon»ibility and full-
scale involvement in the proces» was emphasized, H

AAUS - Chuck Mitchell

In 1976 Federal OSHA and the U,S. Coast Guard i»sued draft emergency standards c<>vering
commercial diving operation». The driving force behind these standard» wai tl>at thc commercial
diving industry had experienced unacceptable levels ol' employee injurv, primarily in North Sea oil
exploration work. For the purposes of these standard», commercial diving wa» defined ai those
activitie» in which there wai an employee/employer relation»hip.' Thii categorization included
diving by scientists.

The scientific diving community reacted vigorously. pointing out to OSHA that it had been
sell-regulating since 195L had an excellent safety record, and that some ol the standard» required bv

OSHA siandardi were both inappropriate and un»afe. Upon receipt of thi» information, OS HA
;<nd the L'.S. C<>ast Guard indicated that scientific diving would be exempt; however. when the
iuu>d;<rds came out in 1977 scientific diving had been removed from the U.S, Coast Guard
doc<ir»ents bu  iiai .itill included in OSHA's regulations,
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Becau»e Federal OSHA recognize» individual »tate OSHA organizations, Calilornia. with its closely
knit scientific diving coinmunity, prepared unique standards for their own state. These standards
were approved, and the I'ederal government allowed the national issue to be reopened. The work-
load-injury rate quoted for scientific divers at that time was just under that for bankers:
O,N�7/2 X!, X� man hour», In con»ideraiion of these data, scientific divers were finally exempted
becau»e of their decades of self-regulation and maintenance of in-house standards covering
operations, training, and individual diver control over the operation.

AAUS was formed in 1977, and incorporated in 19NI in the State of California as a nonprofit
organization. Its scientific diving safety standards are generic; they cover certification of scientific
divers and operation of scientific diving programs. They do not cover specific types of diving such
as shipboard operations, They include mmimum standards for such things as diver training levels
and medical exams. Specific types of diving information are included in different publications,  e.g.,
Blue-Water Diving, Diving Computers, Biomechanics of Ascents!.

AAUS standards, initially issued in the early 1980», are the scientific community'» accepted diving
standards. AAUS includes Individual Members from almost one hundred institutions. Thirty-one
marine research institutions are either Organizational Members or are in the process of becoming
Organizational Members of AAUS For an institution to qualify for membership, it must have a
diving safety manual which meets the minimum AAUS standards. This document is reviewed by the
AAUS Standards Coinmittee before the mstitution becomes a member and before reciprocity with
other Organizational Members can be expected. Reporting of diving and accident statistics is
required. AAUS also ac s as a clearinghouse for inforination as well as a resource for statistics and
scientific/technical inforination. The standards are in a constant state of review. A second edition
has been issued, and revisions concerning medical standards are underway.

The organization is all volunteer and is self-supporting in both its conferences and publications
through dues, registration fees and publications sales income, lt has an ad hoc representative on the
executive committee of the UHMS. While board meetings take place four times a year, there are
also regular committee meetings, Chuck Mitchell  Marine Biological Consultants Applied
Environmental Sciences! is the current elected President, with Mike Lang  Scientific Diving Officer
at the Smithsonian Institution! being the President-Elect. There is also an elected Vice President and
Secretary. Since l 980 the organization has held an annual symposia at various locations throughout
the country.

The typical symposia proceeding  Appendix D: AAUS Bibliography, page 72!, available at the
annual meeting, is on the order of 300 pages with papers tha  cover scientific results, operational
procedures, medical requirements, technological improvements, ship design, etc. Additionally, there
is a quarterly newsletter.  It was pointed out that UHMS also produces docuinentation on NITROX,
diving accident management, oxygen treatment, etc.! AAUS estimates that at least ten percent of its
members' annual diving is done from shipboard, frequently from vessels smaller than those in the
UNOLS fleet.

One problem related to the use of AAUS standards occurs when science divers are involved with
more than one agency on a research project such as those involving both NSF and NOAA,
Frequently, the organizations involved will be faced with operational conflicts stemming primarily
from differences in the details of each agency's approach.
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With multi-institutional diving, the Principal Investigator is required to provide documentation, on all
cruise research divers, to the lead institution's campus diving administration. This is much easier
when the institutions involved are part of AAUS and thus have a framework for reciprocity.
Typically on a shipboard diving cruise, the ship's Master and appropriate crew members are given an
orientation lecture early on, covering expectations for support, description of actual diving efforts,
and the expected response to emergency situations. %

Science - Larr Madin A!ice Alltjred e on Witrnan and Bob Steneek

The scope of scientific diving includes operations, safety, and administrative issues. Science is
significantly impacted by these elements, both in terms of what can be done and the costs of doing
it, If the expense of the operation becomes too high, science capability suffers. The full spectrum of
diving from ships in the open ocean includes blue-water diving and benthic subtidal activities. Many
of these activities are conducted well offshore, some even from small boats. Of critical concern is
diving in a remote location where one must rely on one's own resources in the event of an accident.
This requires establishment and communication of reasonable safety procedures and common
understanding of standards, and rules and regulations. Questions and concerns arise from selection
of types of equipment, definition of lead institution, establishment of the individual in charge, and
institutional certification of divers.

Research diving is labor intensive and often involves volunteers, some of whom are undergraduate
and graduate students, Issues involved with certification, training, insurance, liability. and support of
this subset of divers, while especially critical, are often ill defined. In some cases, the problem is
alleviated by confining volunteer help to noncritical tasks such as working with collections, tank
filling, etc.

There is a high degree of variation between cruises and between operators as to what science brings
to ships as well as what ship operations bring to science. Inconsistencies exist relative to availability
«nd configuration of critical tools such as air compressors, inflatable boats, outboard motors. tanks,
etc. Typical emergency questions include: Is there breathing oxygen on board? Does it work?
Who knows how to use it? Who is responsible in a medical emergency? Some diving emergency
equipment such as medical oxygen has other applications, such as for heart attacks. Other questions:
Should the scientists back up ship's gear with their own equipment? Who should equip the small
boat with emergency equipment? What equipment is required? Discussion on who is responsible for
provision and operation of small boats, the crew or science, is frequently an open issue, Protocol
between ship Master and small boat operator involving such things as surface separation should be
worked out ahead of time. This is especially critical when the ship is new to the area and the local
conditions and may result in a conflict of judgment in which case the Master has the ultimate
responsibility.

A good solution to a number of these problems is to have a pre-cruise consultation among the
parties. The discussion of how the dives will be conducted should be quite specific, including details
on equipment  i,e�compressor, oxygen tanks, sources, capabilities, and control!. A pre-cruise
conference with a full and clear checklist or agenda involving the Principal Investigator, On-13oard
Diving Supervisor and the Master is critical, It was noted that most ship accidents do not involve
diving. and that statistic is biased by the relative low frequency of diving cruises.
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While it would be nice to have agency diving support equipment available on all vessels, rather like
CTDs are, this is unlikely due to infrequency of use. The problem of supplying equipment can be
lessened by the availability of fully equipped diving vans
and designation of specific vessels for diving cruises.

There may well be different appreciations of equipment
condition and suitability by the ship and the diver,
especia!ly regarding items such as compressors and small
boats. The use of both air quality determination equipment
and emergency oxygen requires specialized training.
Interesting questions arise such as what is the difference
between welding oxygen and medical oxygen? The only
apparent difference is that inedical oxygen requires that the tank must be completely emptied and
refilled rather than just 'topped off' in order to assure that impurities are not present in the tank.
Some states require prescriptions for medical oxygen.

Discussion

Shipboard diving safety is not a new concern. Documentation relating to techniques goes back to the
late sixties and early seventies  Appendix E on page 83: Historical Shipboard Divmg Procedures!,
Many of the items in the various standards, as wel! as ideas that are brought up at this workshop,
have been informal standard operating practice for many years.

Because ship inspection teains often !ook superficially at diving capability, a more detailed review
appears warranted This review should concentrate on the diving equipment and the ship equipment
 i.e., small boats and motors! as well as procedures for use and access to accident-response
equipment. When the shipboard inspection program was first implemented, some operators were
concerned that deficiencies would subject them to undue criticism. However, what actually happened

-was that ship quality and safety itnproved.

It is highly desirable for the Master, Chief Engineer, Diving Safety Officer, On-Board Diving
Supervisor and the Principal Investigator to conduct a formal walk-through of the ship's equipment
needed by the divers  e.g., small boats, crane!, This process is difficult to implement when scientific
parties and ships meet for the first time at a foreign port.

A critical issue for shipboard diving is special personnel. Due  o the limited number of berths,
establishing a separate requirement for a person whose sole task is that of On-Board Diving
Supervisor can be a hardship.

The use of volunteer personnel in support of research diving is a complex issue. At the University
of California, volunteers are listed as unpaid employees of  he University, This allows them
coverage under Workmen's Compensation. The vo!unteers' background, experience and certification
is reviewed by the campus diving administration, They must pass a physical exam  often at their
own expense!, a written exam, and two monitored dives before being certified. Volunteers are not
permitted to serve as an On-Board Diving Supervisor. WHOI issues a temporary diving permit but
does not assume the Workmen's Compensation coverage burden unless compensation is involved.
The inconsistency of these practices is illustrative of the differences between state and private
institutions.
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When it is determined that a dedicated On-Board Diving Supervisor i» required on a
and exl nses may  or may not! b Provided by the grant or the OPerating institution Principa
Investigators, however, frequently appear to be unaware of these additional ship-use costs, Better
pre-cruise coordination and uniform user manuals should clarify the situation. It is impossible to
assume the availability of the lead institution's Diving Safety Officer as On-Board Diving Sup rvisor
for extended cruises because of simultaneous land-based diving or other activities. Uniformity
diving support requirements across the fleet is also highly desirable to avoid Chief Scientists
shopping for the 'cheapest set of rules.'

In the case of NOAA, which runs its own ship fleet and stages cruises on non-QQAA vessels On
Board Diving Supervisors  who are NOAA employees! are provided without charge, Thjs js in
contrast to NSF where ships are institutionally operated through a grant, and mission-speciflic
elements are funded through the science program,

It must be recognized that there may be dramatic differences in constraints, even for the same ship,
operating close to an industrialized shore compared to a remote area beyond helicopter evacuation
range. The suggestion was inade that the
proposal peer review process, when diving is
involved, could benefit from review of diving
operational safety and feasibility  not scientific
merit! by a Diving Safety Officer from an RVOC
institution, in a manner analogous to the
'compatibility' portion of the ALVIN Review
Committee's  ARC! review of proposals,

One way of obtaining access to complex technologies such as NITROX is NOAA's National
Undersea Research Center  NURC! program at University of North Carolina - Wilmington  UNCW!.
UNCW provides on-board expertise, training and all the unique gear. The use of NITROX allows
the scientists to almost double their bottom time and may be a useful technique for NSF-supported
vessels. Though expensive when compared to conventional scuba, NITROX is very cost effective

when viewed in terms of in-water research tiine

available per cruise day. There is not yet a critical mass
of users within the academic diving community to
warrant the development of such a facility within
UNOLS; however, the participants expect that such
proposals will be received by NSF in the future.

NOAA and Harbor Branch Oceanographic lnstitutiori
have requirements for pre-cruise training relative to
emergency actions. The specific accident rnanagernent

training is done over two to three days in the spring of each year. They also conduct on-board
emergency drills and require tnedicals and check-out dives for use of NITROX gear.

Within NOAA check-out dives for air scuba are not required. They are called for only where sP '
equipment such as dry suits are to be used or if diving frequency or interval requirements are no
met. The requirement for 12 dives per year is designed to assure that a diver is competent and '"
good physical condition. In temperate climates this can be a problem when the dives are clump
into the warm months. Reciprocity of diver credentials between NOAA and AAUS would be
desirable but is not being formally pursued at this time.
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AAVS provides a franiework for an efficient reciprocity between institutions relative to basic and
»peci;ilty- diving competence. Standardized reporting and perhaps a 'scientific diver passport' or card
»uitabtc Ior all OrganiIatinnal Member» i» currently underway. The card would contain the
individuat's name and in»tituti<in;ind would»ignify  hat the diver has been trained and will operate
under AAVS standards. Any speciatiied training would be listed as wetl. Establishment of a central
dat;i rep<!sitory is niost desir;ible. White such a
inechani»m pr !vide» entre lo initi;illy qualitied
research divers. it cannot provide;i» a»se»»ment
of current capability, a matter to be addre»sets hy
the Diving Sat'ety  !ff'icer pri<ir t<i thc cruise.

A checktist tor cruise diving procedure» should
be ma<le a unit'orm requirement t'or the entire
acade»iic ttect. The checklist »hould include

pr<ice<lures, I esponslb'I title». »chedulcs, scquellces.
and d<x.unients. The impact ot' additional diving
requirements, paperwork, and infrastructure i» significant for smaller institutions. The repetitive
paperwork l<iad should be reduced. For instance, in cases of doing interagency work, multiple diving
log» and physical examination requirements, such as yearly blood typing, should be avoided. A
national medical database, perhap» maintained by AAVS or the Medical Advisory System. could be
tnade available to institutions in need through FAX. Diving EMT», while useful and desirable.
prnbahty do not offer enough of an advantage over regular EMTs to merit that as a requirement.

The que»tion ol telling a physician the details of how to do hi» job was broached, If a campus
diving administration i» witling to accept the physical examination results, why should it constrain
the phy»ician'? The diving medicat exam has eliminated a few candidates on the initial exam. Few,
il any, problems have been picked up on renewal physicals. The guidelines should not dictate to the
physician what to do, but vh<>uld identify the conditions that might present medical problems for the
diver. An ideal physician tor thi» service would have recent training in diving medicine.

The question of whether or not the ship should conduct other activities during diving operations  i.e.,
hydrocasts and netting! was discussed. On-site consuttation between research divers and the Master
appears to be the best method of resolving this type of conflict, though in general it is considered
preferable to constrain the ship from doing anything that could preclude its ability to move rapidly in
an emergency. A surfaced diver with a problem, while the rest of the team is still below,
compounds the diffliculty of bringing a rescue vessel into the area where divers will soon surface.

In summary. a scientist need» the ability to plan research and to plan cruises in such a way that there
are no on-site surprises and there is efficient interaction with the small number of other people  i.e�
Diving Safety Officers, ship operations people, and agency personnel! critical to the mission, 4



Section Two:

Safety Issues
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Aothorit and Res onsibilit
Prepared by Phil Sharkey amid Jack Bash

The session on Authority and Responsibility issues was wide ranging and included many examples of
problems drawn from past experience. The workshop participants read over the current Section 15 of
the UNOLS Shipboard Safety S andards and discussed its advantages and disadvantages. There was
agreement that the Section 15 needs revision and that it could be a primary vehicle for creating a
clearer definition of shipboard diving authority and responsibility. There was little controversy over
the exact direction that a revision should take. It was felt that the current Section 15 of the UNOLS
Shipboard Safety Standards should be revised to:

Clarify the definitions of authority and responsibility.

Assist the Master's understanding by defining cruise participants' jobs. In this way the
Master's task changes from having to get these things done personally to assuring himself that
others have gotten them done.

Include a requirement for appropriate personnel to provide the Master with a detailed pre-
cruise briefing.

Require that appropriate personnel provide the Master with regular briefings during the cruise
concerning the details of the diving operation.

There were disparate opinions concerning the precise wording of the proposed revision. An ad hoc
group undertook carrying these concepts forward into a full revision of Section 15, The subgroup's
work was reviewed by the entire workshop, and it is recommended that it be forwarded to the RVOC
for coordination within the RVOC of their revision of Section 15 of the Research Vessel Safety
Standards. This revision would then go to UNOI.S for final approval and promulgation. The text of
the suggested revision follows on page 25.

Additional observations su estions and uestions included;

It should be recognized in planning and documentation that the Principal Investigator and
Chief Scientist are not always the same person. A single cruise may have several projects
 and several Principal Investigators! aboard, but there is only one Chief Scientist.

Most of the ship-related pre-cruise decisions are made by the Marine Office since the Master
is at sea. The Marine Office, via electronic contact, can review these decisions with the
Master to keep him informed and receive his comments and suggestions. During the cruise
the Master may be required to make decisions relative to situations not anticipated in the Pre-
Cruise Dive Plan.

The more information that is available to the Master, the more helpful he is able to be.
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Masters are uncomfortable with diving because they are in charge of a vessel with divers on
board and the diving safety protocols are not clear in their mind. Masters are often not fully
aware of  he details of the diving operation and thus do not know how, specifically, they
should operate their skip with regard to divers in the water.

The number of UNOLS ship-operating institutions without a campus diving administration
should be determined. These institutions should establish such boards following the AAUS
model.

If there are UNOLS ship operating institutions without such a campus diving administration,
should diving cruises be conducted frotn their vessels?

If diving cruises are to be conducted when the operator does not have a campus diving
administration, what are the details of responsibility and authority with respect to the diving
operation?

The general practice  within UNOLS! is that the Master receives a letter  or copy of a letter
to the Marine Office! from the operating institution Diving Safety Officer listing the approved
divers and a plan describing the nature of the diving. This letter also provides the name of
the person who is the On-Board Diving Supervisor appointed for that cruise. This practice
should be standard procedure for all UNOLS institutions.

Development of educational materials concerning research diving should be encouraged,
including but not limited to training manuals, slide shows and videotapes that are aimed at
helping the Master and crew to understand research diving in general, as well as the specifics
of research diving operations for the upcoming cruise.

A list of protocols for various diving situations and respective responsible individuals should
be developed. It should be no more than a page or two of guidelines and should detail those
persons who are ordinarily considered responsible for given items.

The relationship between the Master and the On-Board Diving Supervisor needs to be clearly
defined. This might be inodeled on the relationship between the Master and the Chief
Engineer. H
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Draft Section 15 - UNOLS Shi board Sa et Standards

15: Diving Operations

15.0 Policy: Scientific diving is a normal part of oceanographic research vessel operations, Such
diving conducted lrom a University National Ocean Laboratory System  UNOLS! vessel must be
under the auspices of a diving program that meets the minimum American Academy of Underwater
Science»'  AAUS! Standards for Srientifi< Diving Certifi< ation and Operation of Scientific Diving
Piograms. Operators without a program may accommodate scientific diving cruises which are under
the auspices of an institution with such a diving prograin.

15.1 Diving Procedures, Rules and Regulations: For all cruises a single lead institution's campus
diving administration will be designated. This is usually accomplished by agreement of all campus
diving administrations involved, Items which refer to the campus diving administration may, in fact,
be the concern of the Diving Safety Officer according to the practices of the institutions involved.
The procedures, rules and regulations that govern the diving operation are those of the designated
lead institution, subject to the approval of the operator's Marine Office.

15.2 Cruise Planning: In a timely fashion prior to the cruise:

1! The Principal Investigator will insure that a cruise dive plan is supplied to his or her campus
diving administration who will forward the cruise plan, once approved, to the lead
institution's campus diving administration. The dive plan, prepared in a standard format
includes: diving credentials for aH diving members of the scientific party, detailed
operational plans, emergency plans including accident management and emergency
evacuation protocols, a list of needed medical supplies, a specified quantity of inedical grade
oxygen with a positive pressure demand delivery system, and required diving support
equipinent  e,g., small boats!,

2! The lead institution's diving administration will, after approving this plan, forward it to the
operator's Marine Office.

15.3 Cruise Personnel:

1! The Master has responsibility for the safety of all activities aboard including diving
 Section 13,4!.

2! The Chief Scientist is responsible for the co-ordination and execution of the entire
scientific mission  Section 13.5!.

3! The Principal Investigator of the diving project  who may or may not be the Chief
Scientist! is responsible for the planning and co-ordination of the research diving
operations.

4! The On-Board Diving Supervisor will be proposed by the Principal Investigator and
approved by the lead institution's diving administration. The On-Board Diving
Supervisor is responsible for the execution of the research diving operations in accord

g$
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with the cruise dive plan, He or she ha» the authority t» re»trict or»u»pe»d <living
operations and alter the crui»e dive plan in con»ultation with the Master and the
Principal Investigator/Chief Scientist. Thc On-Board Diving Supervi»<>r'»
responsibilities include:

A! Meeting with the Master and Chief Scientist to review the crui»c <f>ve plan and
emergency procedures prior to diving.

B! Remaining in regular communication with the Master on the progrc»» of' the
research diving operation.

C! Assuring that both thc lead and operating in»titution'» diving manual are available
to the scientists and crew aboard the vessel.

D! Inspecting high pressure cylinders and breathing air compre»sors t<> a»»ure that they
meet the lead institutions' standard».

5! Research Divers must recognize their individual responsibility for their»afety. K
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Multi-tnstitutional Cruises

Prepared by Larry Radio

The sin>licit divi<>g cruiie <i when thc icic»tific party memberi are all from a ~ingle institution. and
are going <>ut on a ihip operated hy their home inititution. lt ii increaiingly the case that the science
par y includci participanti fr<»n ice eral it>iti uti<>ni, including foreign institutioni and institutions
with<>ut forntal <hving pro rami. There m;>y eve>> be iorne v<>lunteeri or observers with no
inititution;<l .<t'f'iliation. The ship ntay bc operated b> itill another institution, which may or may not
have a diving pn>gram or regulations uppn>priate to the icientific diving planned.

'1'he procedure t'<>r handling thei<. iituationi th;<t hai developed informally over the last f'ew years
works well, lt w;<s the cuniensui of the group that thii ih<>uld continue. ai formalized in the revised
texts <>l' Section l.'> ot tltc  ,",VOl Ã .SAi/>/><><re/.S<rf'<rv .<i rrrrd<rr'</s  page >! and Chapter 14 of the
Kl OC'.Nl<>/< r> I > <rir>ir>q> M<rrr>r<r/ and;<rc reflected in the propoied Pre-Cruise Dive Plan Form  page
3<! j

The rolei in a multi-inititutional diving cruiie it>elude the Project Principal investigator, the cruise
Chief Scientist, the On-B<>ard Diving Superviior, the icience party memberi. the vessel Master. the
reiearch veiiel oper;<tor and th» catrtpus diving adn>iniitrationi and Diving Safety Officers of all  he
initituti<>ni under whose auipicei these individuals v ork.

The model proccii  'or planning a diving cruise involving all these parties i»

A! 'lhe Principal investigator of the project requiring diving i» responsible for cho<>sing the
icientif'ic divers and coniulting with the cruise Chief Scientist  il a different person! and hii or
her ho11>e canlplti diving administration on the selection of a lead institution s campus diving
adn>inistration and an On-Board Diving Superviior.

1! Comm<>nly, the lead carnpui diving administration will be that ol the institution operating
the ihip. but if' the operating initituti<>n lacks a campui diving administration, or does not
l},<ve r<.gulationi and procedures that cover the proposed diving  e,g.. tethered blue-water or
NITROX!, then another campui diving administration might be proposed ai the appropriate
lead group, ln any caie, the campui diving administratio»i of the operating initituti<>n and
the <>ther inititutioni involved must agree with the choice of lead institution s campus diving
admini strat>on,

2j The On-Board Diving Supervisor wilt olten be the Principal investigator. the Chief Scientist
or a member of the science party. but it may be another perion approved by the lead
inititution'i diving adrniniitration or the operating inititution. Funding for the On-Board
Diving Supervisor  e.g., salary, travel. special equipment} hai been an area of conflict and
needi to be clearly defined.

lj Deciii<>ni <nade should be agreed to by all parties well before the cruise.

27
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B! The Principal Investigator ensure» that each diver has submitted the»ecessary credentials to hi»
or her horne campus diving administration, who can then pnivi<le a lct er t<i the lead institution' »
carnpu» diving administration certifying the qualif'ications <if th» diver.

I! Divers who do not have a horne campus diving admini»tratton need t<i obtaiit research diver
status within a formal research diving prograni. This can he acc<irnplished by affiliating
with the research diving program at the Principal Investig;>to<'s h«<>ie institution, the
operator's institution or another institution with suclt a pr«gr;un.

2! The required credential» normally include research diver certification, a current physical
exam, recent diving log», and evidence of appropriate i»surancc coverage. Sometitrte» the
home or lead institution'» diving administrati<in may require additional int'<>r<nation, f' or n» or
actual check-out dives,

3! Credentials of foreign diver»  i.e�
CMAS Scientific Diver Brevet.! may be
sent to the AAUS Standard» Committee

for an explanation of the equivalency of
their qualifications with AAUS
standards.

4! The cost of special training, travel, equipment, etc., necessary for a scientific diver to meet
the requirements of thc lead institution's diving administrati<> t; re no anally h<>rn«by the
science project in which the diver is participating.

C! The lead institution's campus diving administration summarizes inl'<>rniation pointed out in  A!
above in a letter to the ship operator  Marine
Superintendent and Master!, Thi» letter appoints the On-
Board Diving Supervisor and lists the other divers, their
certification limit» and any regulations or restrictions
particular to the planned diving.

I! All diving on the cruise i» under the supervisi»n of the
On-Board Diving Supervisor, and follows the regulations nf the le;>d institution's diving
administration and any special restriction».

2! The On-Board Diving Supervisor i» always authorized to restrict diving acti< ity during the
cruise and under special circu nstances to advance diver certification levels and even certify
research divers.

D! The cruise Chief Scientist prepares and submits to the lead in»tituti<>n's diving administration
and operating institution a Pre-Cruise Dive Plan on the suggested»tandard form  pape 2>9!.

f'! At Ihe beginning of the cruise. the On-Board Diving Supervisor meets with the Master and Chief
Scientist to review both thc diving and emergency plan».

There»utx <iccasionally be situati<ins  hat are not explicitly covered in this procedure. but the general
< le«i>a<1 Is»> «f «<><1>fl'Il<t>ica i«» among tlie parties involved and final approval f>y the lead inc titut on's
ca»>f>t'ai <f iui a<in»» stra ion should work i» these cases as well, K
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Rcscarch Vessel

Cruise Number

Cruise End

Lead Imttitution

Pre-Cruise Dive Plan

Chief Scientist

Cruise Start

Operating A>ca

Diving Site Locations

Nve Pmaa  Cheka aa mat apply!

G 30 ft.

G 60 ft.

G l  � t't .

G 130 ft.

G l S0 ft.

G 190 ft.

G U.S. Navy

G Swiss

G Huggins'

G NAUI

G Canadian

G PADI

G Royal Navy

G Other:

G Diving Coinputer Mtxlel:

Poasthis Hanactis

G Low visibility

G Poilu t i on

G Other:

G Strong Currents

G Fog

G Sharks

G Spiny organisms

G Stinging organisms

G Other;

G Ice G Large ugly marine mammals

Irtatly ttcscrtbc sdcsttmtc dtvhsg pet>catlaves to bc asa4 na cratsa  La� t>pactnt 444sg praises>oaIs,
c>oHectlaa ascthatts! ad typknt ttatty dtvtag sdssttata  ttase 4 4aratlaa ef 4hsa!
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G Bottom i>riented  near shore!

G Bottom oriented  off shore!

G Buoyed down-linc at site

Blue Water � tethered

G Blue Water � untethcrcd

G Night diving

G Decompression diving

Maxtmnm Depth oC Dtvaa:

G Repetitive di v iilg

G Multi-day diving

G Cold water

G Under ice

G Cave

G Wreck

G Other:

G Open Circuit SCI.JBA

G Mixed Gas  N ITROX !

G Mixed Gas  other!

G Surface Supplied

G Dry Suit

G Diving Computer

G Other:
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DNeg ee creiaat

0 Yes DNo

List below also

U Ye» CI No
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Number.

Size:

INvc Beat

Dive Seat Magyar

himyency 0, Anxunt:

Detnmd valve for 0

Beat Operntnr

F~acy eignn.ng &vice

DMng Sag 0 Alpha 0 U.S.

Pret aM hk

PertaiNe 0, kk

lager relieciere

Diver recag @coke

Baiergency Plan Apycetdcd

Bnteegeacy Bvnceetant Pimt Aitiieageg
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Small Boats and Small Boat 0 erators:

Are There Ade uate Rules and Guidelines for
the Use of Small Boats Launched From Research Vessels'.

Prepared by Tim Askew

The primary issue is whether or not adequate rules and guideline» presently exist in the U/VOLS
Shipboard Safety Standards, the RVOC Safe y '/raining Mantra/, and/or the AAUS .Standards for
Scienrific Diving Cerrificarion and Operation of 5<icnnfi  Diiitig Programs covering the use by
divers of small boats launched from research vessels.

Specific questions are:

I! Are diving-related small boat standards needed'?
2! If so, what should these standards cover'>
3! What types of small craft are best for the diver/ship".
4! What qualifications should a boat operator have".
5! Should the boat operator be a crew member, a inember ol the science party, and/or a diver",

uestion I: Are divin -related small boat standards needed?

The consensus is that rules and regulations exist, but these are not consistent or consolidated in one
easy format, Most institutions have a manual with a section on small boats, normally outlining small
boat operations, boat operator requirements, U,S, Coast Guard required equipment and safety
procedures, These procedures often pertain to land-based operations and sometimes ignore small
boats launched from larger vessels.

Most vessel operators have rules and regulations pertaining to small boat operations. These are
written and unwritten, and are slightly different for each organization, There seem» to be a wide
range of procedures when it comes to scuba diving activities conducted from small boats launched
from larger vessels either in the open oceans or in more protected areas.

The operators, at the workshop, recommend basic written standard» pertaining to all sinall boat
operations especially diving-related ones. In addition to these standards, each organization inight
have certain rules that only pertain to them or their operation.

uestion 2; If so what shouhl these standards cover'?

Small boat standards should cover all aspects of small boat operations including the following:

A! Operator Requirements

I ! Certification  i.e., U.S.C,G,, institutional, other!.
2! At sea check-out for operator consisting of launch and recovery, radio operation emergency

procedures, tending divers, approaching another vessel, etc.
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3! Show proficiency in establishing relative position of the boat position by using available
navigational aids  e.g., use of charts, compass, LORAN, etc.!

4! Demonstrate proficiency with all pertinent operational and safety equipment.
5! Indicate ability to use and negotiate expected environmental feature»  e.g., negotiate kelp

beds and coral reefs, read water colors and depths!,
6! Demonstrate expertise in following divers  e.g., following diver bubbles, float lines, etc.!.

8! Operational Procedure»

I ! Launch and recovery

a! Diving equipment in or out of boat during launch and recovery.
b! Operator in or out of boat or skiff during launch and recovery. lf so, the tackle must be

man-rated.

Divers climbing in or out of small boat from mother vessel with gear on or off.
Divers entering or exiting the water, to or from a small boat with engine running or not
running.
Lifejackets for operator and/or divers.

2!

3!

4!

a! Buoyancy compensators, wetsuits and drysuits as substitutes for lifejackets.
b! Small boat size determines whether or not lifejackets can be carried  i,e�not enough

room along with diving gear!.

5! Radio Communications

a! Reporting when divers submerge and resurface.
b! Reporting if something looks amiss,
c! Reporting status on a predetermined schedule.

6! Special Requirements

a! Blue-water diving
b! Diving out of sight of mother ship
c! Cold water diving
d! Operating in low visibility conditions: fog. haze, and night operations or any other

condition that may reduce or hinder line-of-sight visibility.

8! Check List: Used by operator to ensure boat's operational status and presence of safety
equipment.

9! Weather report and/or status, including sea conditions.

7! Float Plans and Dive Plans: Generally up to diving party to fill out and have approved prior
to leaving the mother ship; serves as notification to vessel Master that small boat will be
required and where it is going.
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10! Emergency Procedures

a! Safety Equipment: could include any or all of the following: Radar reflector: Strobe
lights; VHF radio with RDF  radio direction finder!; Mylar Balloon»; EPIRB»
 Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon»!,

b! Method or procedure of recalling divers to surface.
c! Assistance to injured diver.
d! Disabled boat.
e! Loss of communications.

uestion 3; What t s of small craft are best for the diver»hi ?

Most operators and divers feel that the inflatable boat is the most suitable for»cuba diving
operations. The most desirable inflatable is the hard bottom version. which provide a very stable
platform. In addition, inflatable boats can take a con»iderable amount of abu»e when along»ide the
mother vessel. Many operators use small to medium size Boston WhaIer-type boats to support
diving operations. These boats are adequate in most cases, and many vessel» carry two boats: one
inflatable and one Bostim W'baler-type. Research divers in cold waters may require a larger boat
due to the bulky nature of their protective suits and the ainount of lead needed to offset their suits'
buoyancy,

Engine/drive designs are available  hat improve on the relative hazards of propellers, such as jet
drives or a protective shroud around a regular propeller. These designs should be considered
whenever a motor or boat is replaced.

uestion 4; What ualifications should a boat o rator have?

Reference Question 2. In addition, qualifications may be determined by operating organization.

uestion 5: Should the boat o rator be a crew member a member of the science art and or a

diver?

The majority of the time, the boat operator is a member of the ship's crew, and therefore the Master
of the vessel is assured of his/her qualifications. If a member of the science party is designated as a
small boat operator, he/she must be able to demonstrate small boat operator qualifications to the
satisfaction of the vessel Master. It is desirable, but not required, that the boat operator be a diver.
lf the operator is a diver, participation in diving operations should not allow leaving the small boat
unattended.

Conclusions:

There appear to be two distinct views concerning small boat activities; one i» the vessel
operator/Ma»ters' point of view, the other the scientists/users' point of view. The Master's concerns
afe centered;iround thc sinai 1 boat operator's qualifications, whereas operators from the user's
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organization may be tully qualified, yet not possess a document stating so. The scientists/users in
many cases are competent and qualified small boat operators having been trained by their own
organization». However, their requirements may or may not meet the ship operating organization's
requirements. Sorr}e science groups furnish their own boat» and operators while conducting science
missions from another organization'» ve»sel, and in most cases their member» do not possess a
document »tating that they are qualified small boat operators, Thi» leaves the Master in the position
of having to decide whether or not to accept a verbal claim that a person is qualified.

UNOLS vessels routinely conduct small boat operations. Each organization should have rules and
regulations in place, and while many are similar, none are the same. There is a need for a common
set of rules that all organizations can either follow or use as guideline» to further supplement their
own regulations. These basic guidelines should be incorporated into the U/VOLS Shipboard Safety
5randards and/or the RVOC Saferv Training Manual. C
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Diver Trainin and Evaluation Standards
Prepared by Chuck Mitchell artd Phil Sharkey

The bulk of scientific diving experience is gained from operations in the near-shore environment
involving small boats or shore-based diving. A» was noted, 'Shipboard diving is quite different from
small boat or shore-based operations and i», therefore, worthy of comments to aid the
inexperienced,' The protocol for diving operations from large oceanographic ships requires a
higher level of skills and knowledge due to the more complex logistic» and corrtmuiticatiott
requirements and the increased safety margin necessitated by remote operation». This is true for both
ship personnel and the scientific party.

The assumption that all members of such expeditions have been adequately trained and indoctrinated
in the tasks to be performed may not always be valid because of ship or scientific party schedules.
When it is perceived that personnel may not be qualified for the task to be performed, there is an
added burden placed on the crew and operators of the vessels which may cause unnecessary
workloads. Similar impacts are observed on the scientific party, who have nol only the operational
aspects to deal with but also the pressure of accomplishing the science.

Based on the collective experience of vessel Masters, Diving Safety Officers, and senior scientists,
the following areas of difficulty have been identified:

~ Insufficient planning.
~ Conflicts in the evaluation of diving skill»,

Operational skills.
~ Communications between all parties involved.

Evaluation of Basic Diver Skills

It is not uncommon for expeditions lo include diving personnel from institutit>ns other than the vessel
operator. When such field efforts are planned, it is the responsibility of the Principal Investigator to
assemble and review the participating divers' qualifications and proficiency level for the diving mode
and task to be performed, Thi» information is then forwarded to the lead institution's Diving Safety
Officer for review and approval. At this point difficulties may arise from the use of different criteria
for the evaluation of a divers' proficiency and skill,

The American Academy of Underwater Sciences sets forth standards for training and qualifying
divers, and operating research diving safety programs". Most of the UNOLS membership is active
within AAUS, and UNOLS references in their own standards" the AAVS standards. AAUS
standards cover basic diver training but do not directly address day-to-day shipboard scientific diving
operations.

Shipboard Diving Procedures.' Stewart, I R.: I 971, iri Part III of 'The Scripps Institution of Oceanography lvlarine
Technicians Handbtmk,' Institute of IVIarine Resources, La Jolla, CA. - Included in this report as Apendix E,

'Standards tor Scientific Diving Certification and the Operation of Scientific Diving Programs,' Heine, J.  Chairman!:
19ft9, American Academy of Underwater Sciences, Costa Mesa, CA.

'I'NOLS Shipboard Safety Standards,' Section 15: 1889. University National Oceanographic Laboratory System
Vniversity of Washington, Seattle WA.
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Research divers at AAUS Organizational Member institutions are provided with institutional 'diver
certification cards' which indicate that their training corresponds to a consensual minimal level, that
they have a current medical exam, and have maintained their skills hy continuing their diving activity
a  or above a minimum defined level. The community's accident/incident experience demonstrates
that AAUS standard» are effective for shore-based scientific diving, I  has always been the policy of
AAUS that the specifics of the actual research diver training and qualification process, as well as the
day-to-day operational procedures, are the responsibility of each diver's horne institution. This
provides the horne institution with appropriate authority over it» divers and allows each institution to
ensure the skills and experience that are necessary to its diving operations and the particular
environment in which their scientists are working. AAUS ha» sought to establish full reciprocity
among institutions; however, there remain differences between the specific requirements and
procedures of Organizational Members. This should not be viewed as negative, but simply as a
reflection of how various institutions have approached specific problems in their operational
environment.

It is often difficult for foreign divers and divers from insti utions without an AAUS model research
diving safety program to demonstrate  or document! their qualification for research diving cruises.
Arrangements for the testing and certifying of such divers prior to a cruise involves either bringing
the diver to a location where there is such a program or having the Diving Safety Officer  or a
designated representative! travel to the diver's location. Both of these solutions can be expensive,
time consuming and always raise the issue of who should pay for such services. An alternative is
the inclusion of the Diving Safety Officer  or a designated representative! in the scientific party.
This latter approach makes the researchers' ability to dive during the cruise uncertain  since the
checkout dive does not occur until the start of the cruise!, and may also be expensive in terms of
funds  for travel and salary! and scientific berths.

The development <if common policy approaches, criteria and evaluation protocols for the testing of
the proficiency of shipboard scientific divers and support personnel is needed. Thi» would alleviate
the conflicts that sornctimes occur between the visiting scientist and the host institution concerning
both the evaluation of diver's proficiency for the task to bc performed and the assignment of charges
for such evaluations.

Evaluation of 0 erational Skill»

As has been indicated above, diving operations from large oceanographic ships require additional
skills for both ships' crew and scientific personnel. logistics, communication and operations are
generally more complicated for world-ranging vessels than for i<nailer coas al vessel». I  is therefore
imperative that all parties involved be versed and familiar with the task» to he perl'ormed, and how
those tasks will be accomplished, The initial measure of opera ional skill is most likely to be the
sub nission of a complete and well formulated dive plan. This plan, sub nit ed by the On-Board
Diving Supervisor, must be reviewed with the vessel Master. as well as the Marine Office and
Diving Safety Officer of the vessel-operating ins i uti<in, Review of this plan can alleviate conffic s
that sometimes arise due  <i diff'erences in expectation betv een visiting scientists and the host
ins jtution with respect  o operational protocols. Before diving operation» begin, the Principal
Investiga or must meet with vessel crew who are expected to be directly involved with the operation,

well as with diving personnel, to review the dive plan and clarify lines of communication and
authority. Emergency plans, which are an integral part of the dive plan, need to be reviewed and
discussed at this time.
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Develo ment of New Trainin Standards

At present, the responsibility for establishing minimum training standards for scientific divers rests
with AAUS. The implementation of these standards rests with the various campus diving
administrations. When there is a call for a new diving procedure  and training for it!, the steps often
go this way:

A! A scientist identifies his or her need to dive under some special circumstance, with special gear
and/or in a special way.

8! This scientist  and other researchers who want to use the technique! must convince his or her
peers on the Diving Control Board that the use a new diving procedure is safe and warranted.

C! The researchers explore the ways other communities have used these procedures and, with the
oversight of the campus Diving Control Board, either obtain training or develop new protocols.

D! As other researchers learn of the usefulness of the procedure, they convince their own Diving
Control Boards of the need to use the procedures and the reasonableness of the way in which the
procedures are currently in use at other institutions. At this time the procedures are often
modified to adapt them to environmental conditions other than those for which they were
developed.

E! If the use of these procedures spreads through the coininunity, then the AAUS may hold a
workshop or conference that results in a new community standard  See Appendices F and G:
AAUS Guidelines for the Use of Diving Computers and AAUS Safe Ascent Recommendations
on pages 85 and 86 respectively!; or

F! If the new technique is only of interest to a few divers or universities, then they will, with the
campus Diving Control Board, evolve and use those protocols individually.

Summary

Use of well developed and accepted community standards result in confidence that the diving and
support teams are qualified to perform the tasks required. The process of staging a diving cruise
would be facilitated by the developinent of consensual evaluation and operational standards for
diving from academic research vessels similar to that now in existence for small-boat and shore-
based diving, Such standards should be developed by Organizational Members of the AAUS who
represent a cross section of vessel operating institutions and diving scientists. A critical test of the
success of such future standards is the acceptance of them by the research diving community as
wouM be demonstrated by  he evolution of a community expectation the all UNOLS institutions be
Organizational Members of the AAUS..C
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Prepared by Chuck Mitchell and Robert Sand

Medical emergencies arising from injury are a long standing problem for persons at sea due to the
remote location, Traditionally, ships are equipped with basic medical supplies and equipment to
provide first aid and stabilization of victims prior to their transfer to the nearest appropriate medical
facilities. Ship's traditional protocols for handling such emergencies are well established. However,
in the event of a diving accident, where an individual may require recornpression and specialized
treatment, sources of aid and medical support are limited and require additional planning
consideration.

Written requirements for diving emergency plans go back to the first diving safety manual developed
at Scripps Institution of Oceanography'" in the early 19SOs. This document, and all similar
subsequent documents, have required that emergency plans exist for all diving operations, ship-based
or shore-based. As a result, diving cruises have a specific requirement for the preparation of an
emergency plan, '...emergency plans which are acceptable to the lead DCB and to the operator's
Marine Office must be prepared.'' This requirement for more
than an ad hoc plan does not exist for non-diving cruises.

Diving emergency plans are specifically designed to respond to
a diving accident and generally require identifying and
verifying:

A! Mechanisms for establishing communication links to medical advisory care  phone numbers
and/or radio frequencies for medical advice, U.S, Coast Guard, foreign coast guards!.

B! Evacuation contacts  phone numbers and/or radio frequencies for coast guards, navies! and
working aircraft evacuation ranges for the operational area of the cruise,

C! In non-US waters, location of operating hyperbaric chambers and appropriate medical support.

D! Level of on-board inedical assistance available/required  e.g�CPR, F.MT!.

The emergency plan represents a data source for specific information on regional sources of
emergency medical support and transportation, While sources of such information are readily
available within the waters of U.S., support services in remote areas are frequently lacking. At
present, information on available facilities and support is compiled and accumulated by Principal
Investigators and Diving Safety Officers of individual institutions and receives limited distribution.
Such information is an important planning element for researchers involved in diving operations in
remote areas, and for reference during operations in the event of a diving accident. Ship and
research personnel should conservatively assume that they must be self-contained to respond to
emergencies while working in remote areas.

'The University Guide for Diving Safety', University Conference of Environmental Health and Safety Offtcers: l967,
University of California, Berkeley, CA.

UNOLS Shipboard Safety Standards,' Section 15: 1989 University hlational Oceanographic Laboratory System,
Seattle, WA.
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Both facilities and support have to be integrated since the presence of shore-based recontpression
chamber facilities without medical support is of little use. A» many evacuation options a» p issible
should be documented. For example, within the service area of the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Navy
can also respond in certain situations as can various police departments. ln addition, there may be
private air ambulance services available, Medical information and support services such as MAS or
Divers Alert Network  DAN! are available from the
private sector, as well as the U.S. Coast Guard and U.S.
Navy.

The driving issue centers first on a determination of
whether the diving operations represent a unique set of
requirements to the safe operation of the vessel and the
health of crew and scientific party. If there are unique requireinents, then clearly unique plans need
to be made.

Even when diving operations do not present unique or complex accident management problems, they
do represent an additional layer of logistical concern since research divers, when submerged, are not
in direct contact with surface personnel. ]n the event of an accident, the victim will require
extraction from the water and transport to the support vessel, After transfer to the support vessel, the
emergency protocol is not different from that required by other medical emergencies: provision of
first responder aid, stabilization of the victim, cominunication with medical support and advisory
services, preparation for evacuation, and transportation to medical treatment facilities.

Inasmuch as the direction of, and authority over, all diving operations lies with the On-Board Diving
Supervisor, he or she must assemble the information and protocols that go into the Pre-cruise Dive
Plan.

Emer ene Plan File dk Database

To assist Principal Investigators, On-Board Diving Supervisors, and ship personnel in the formulation
of an emergency plan, it is proposed that a centrally located file consisting of past emergency plans
be assembled and kept by geographic area. Part of this file would be a collection of response charts,
each annotated with the location of evacuation facilities. The response charts would be scribed with
'response-radii' indicating the geographic areas that are within specific expected air evacuation
response times. It is not intended that these charts serve as an 'off-the-shelf' product that is
routinely maintained and up-to-date. Rather, these charts would serve as a starting point to be
updated by the On-Board Diving Supervisor prior to a cruise in the area to be covered. The file's
contents would be catalogued in an on-line computer database so that those responsible for preparing
emergency plans would know what information was available as a starting point. This file would aid
the determination of what facilities and support would be available and the general protocol to be
followed in the event of a diving accident requiring hyperbaric treatment,

In practice, even the most well conceived plans are subject to a host of factors over which vessel
operators and scientific staff have little or no control, Historically, it has not been uncommori to
have evacuations take many hours due to sea and weather conditions when only a few hours were
anticipated. Additionally, medical information and support is sometimes not immediately available.
Such occurrences serve to illustrate the need for alternative plans to minimize delays which could be
life threatening.
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Portions of the database are already available. Some lie within resource documents of the Undersea
& Hyperbaric and Medical Society'-, Divers Alert Network", and certainly within the research
diving safety programs and inarine offices ol UNOLS institutions and AAUS Organizational
Members. These materials could be collated at  and niade available from! the UNOLS office. They
should be updated whenever additional material was accumulated,

To provide an effective, readily available database, pre-printed entry forms should be developed and
provided to UNOLS for distribution to Principal Investigators. Principal Investigators would
complete and/or confirm the data during the Pre-Cruise Planning phase.

ency Plan Database is a file
a list of facilities and support
ailable by region. It would be
Principal Investigators, Diving
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planning.

roposed is a long-term dynamic
capable of growing and
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Figure 5: Sample chart showing recompression chamber locations the vessel operators and the scientific
and helicopter response areas. divers, A 'response-radius' chart should

be required  or all diving cruises as should the use of a form like the one on the next page. The
chart is filed hy geographic area and the form is kept in an on-line database that could be queried hy
anyone putting together an emergency plan for a diving cruise. C

'Hyperbaric r.hambers in the United States and Catiada' Batt, P, G, &. Myers, R. A. M.  Eds!: l990. Undersea and
Hyperbaric lVledical Society, Bethesda, MD.

'The DAN Underwater Diving Accident Manual, Revised Edition,' Mebane, G.Y. &. Dick, A.P.: t985, Divers Atert
Network, Duke University, Durham, NC
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Reborn ression Chambers:
Are The Needed ott UNOI.S Vessels Durin Divin Cruises?

Prepared hy Silt Fife

The basic question is whether or not recompression chambers should be required for UNOLS ships
engaged in diving cruises,

Basic facts and assumptions which bear on the
problem are:

Based on the track record of all of the
UNOLS diving operations, bends resulting
from ignoring time and depth limitations are
unknown, One instance of an incapacitating
over-pressure accident has been reported in
this program.

A!

Diving operations conducted at sea by
commercial diving firms and military units
have traditionally had recompression
chambers present. These chambers' primary
function is less to provide an emergency
treatment facility, than to permit surface
decompression. Surface decompression is a
technique where the diver exits the water
prior to the completion of his or her
decompression obligation and is immediately
re-pressurized in a chamber. The diver then
decompresses as the chamber is brought to
sea level pressure, Because of its dangers,
this is not an approved procedure within the
scientific diving community.

The desirability of a recornpression chamber
in treating a case of decompression sickness
 DCS! is not questioned, although it may be
possible to successfully treat siinple Type l
 pain onty!, and even some Type II  Central Nervous System involvement! bends with oxygen
and other field methods without a chamber being used, This will be discussed below.

C!

lf a chamber is present on a UVOLS vessel. trained personnel also must be aboard to operate it
and to be inside attendants. Divers with some college education or technical training can
quickly be taught to operate a treatment chamber, and Emergency Medical Technicians  EMT!,
Diving Emergency lvtedical Technicians  DEMT!. tir Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation  CPR!
trained personnel can be trained to function as inside tenders. All of this presupposes that
adequate medical advice is available.
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Most of the workshop participants feel that there is no reas~>» t > require the presence of a chamber
on UNOLS diving cruises. This opinion is based on the th >usa>>ds of t>pen-i>ceat> dives made by
research divers with no decompressh>n incidents. A small tr>int>rity t>f worhsht>p met»bors stated that
a chamber should be considered whenever diving is being undertaken.

lf, as a result of an unusual cruise requirement, it were desirable t<> place a chan>her on a 1.!NOLS
vessel, and provisions made for proper procedures and properly trained personnel, the f<>}lov, ing
points relating to the type t>f facility need to be considered:

A! Multi-place chambers. There i» no doubt that, fro»> the standpoint <>1 flexibility of treatment, a
double-lock, multi-place chamber is preferable.

1! The benefits of a double-lock chamber are:

a! Allov more than one diver to be treated simultaneously.

b! Allow one or more attendants to be present in thc chamber, This is especia.lly
important in the event of a seriously incapacitated or unconscious patient.

c! Allow treatment at 16S fsw, which is indicated for air embolism.

2! The negative aspects of a multi-place chamber are:

a! The cost. A turn-key installation based around a 'used and in got>d condition' chamber
and including compressors, installation, etc., would cost about $80,000. A chamber
must be maintained year after year in a high state of readiness even though it may not
be used, and must meet Coast Guard specifications and inspection. Minimum
maintenance and upkeep woukl cost between $1,000 and $,000 per year, exclusive of
personnel and floor space,

b! The weight and size. This could range from a low of tw<> to as much as twenty tons
 five to six tons is likely'! and could require 400+ square feet of floor space. An
additional five tons of hardware would be needed.

c! The need for an air compressor which produces breathing-quality compressed air, This
could cost from $6,000 to $27,000, used.

d! In most cases, storage tanks for compressetl air to assure quick response time are
required.

e! The periodic maintenance required, To meet Pressure Vessel of Human Occupancy
 PVHO! specifications, every ten years the windows must be replaced and periodically
the chamber must be tested hydrostatically. This last requirement necessitates that the
chamber be filled with water, Deck loading must be considered, or the chamber must
be removed from the ship at those times. If the chamber is reasonably portable, this
may nof present a problem.
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B! Mono-place chamber.

I ! Its advantage» are;

a! It usually is cornprc»sed with oxygen and  hu» does not require a high quality air
compre»»<>r and tilter sy»tern.

b! It is smaller and lighter than a multi-place chamber and can be moved around.

c! [t» cost may be less than that of a multi-place chamber.

2! lts disadvantages are:

a! Only the patient can be placed in the chantber, If the patient i» unconscious or might
aspirate vomitu», it will be difficult to reach him or her because the chamber must not
be decompressed if there is a blockage of the airway», or if the patient is convulsing.
It also may present problem» ol tran»ferring a patient to a multi-place chamber.

b! lt requires <>xygen, which may be delivered in two ways;

i! Pre»»urine the chamber and tlood it with oxygen. If thi» system is u»ed, it may be
necessary to carry liquid oxygen because this type of unit require» free-flow of
oxygen throughout the treatment.  It probably would require about 20 bottles of
high pressure oxygen  o carry out a single treatment.! Further, when the liquid
oxygen i» stored, there is constant evaporation even th<>ugh it is not being u»ed. A
»ingle fill of a SO-gal!on tank costs about $6%-7 ! each, and unless the tank i»
purchased, there will be constant demurrage charge». One supplier charge» $60 pcr
month. Based on the previou» track record ol lack of bend», it i» conceivable that
the UNOI S program could have spent 520-40,000 on thi» cost alone without
considering the initial cost <>I' chambers. One such mono-pEace chamber now cost»
about $6',000, alth<>ugh this price could probably he reduced to about $7-$15.000,
depending upon the type, »ophistication and vendor.

ii! Deliver oxygen by ma»k, u»ing a demand regulator. In this case, the chamber
would be compressed with air. Thi» requires an air compressor to be used. Such a
compressor either mu»t bc non-oil lubricated or there mu»t be an excellent air filter
system to remove oil and carbon monoxide which olten is produced in an
oil-lubricated compressor. It woul<l. however, reduce the requirement for oxygen
»torage.

c! Most mono-place chamber» have a maximur» operating pres»ure equivalent to 60 fsw,
although it <nay be po»sible to have one built that will g<> deeper. The use ot 60 fsw
for treatment of air enibotism is questioned by some physicians, but other» are using it
for embo li»rn» with» uccess.

d! Evacuation of a victim from the chamber to another facility i» very difficult. Once
treatment is begun in a chamber, it usually must run to completion.

45
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There are three items a Principal Investigator or Marine Superintendent should consider v hen
deciding to place a chamber aboard a UNOLS vessel for a specific cruise:

Distance to a hyperbaric chamber: It must be constantly emphasized that diving has risks which
the diver cannot avoid assuming. Having the best chamber and most qualified attendants
immediately available cannot assure that the diver will iiot suffer scriou» or fatal consequence».
Some neurological problems can become irreversible within a few minutes, and under such
situations, even an immediately available chamber may not prevent serious consequences. No
data exist which justify any specific permissible delay time for over-prcssure injuries, Centra!
Nervous System  CNS! or vestibular bends, Divers treated as long as several days after injury
have made an apparently full recovery from Type 1. An arbitrary time of three hours has been
set by some physicians as a permissible time for treatment delay, Other physicians feel that if
air evacuation or some other means of transportation is not practical within six hours, the
probability of successful treatment is
diminished,

A!

Amount of Nitrogen Uptake: This is a
function of the depth and length of dives as
well as the frequency of diving, It is clear that
the risk of bends is greater the deeper the diver
goes, the longer he stays and the more
frequently dives are conducted.

B'1

Risk of embolism: 1t is possible for a diver to
embolize as a result of a breath-holding ascent from three feet to the surface in some
circumstances, lt i» also possible that the diver may have a patent foramen ovale between the
atria of the heart. Although a patent foramen ovale has been found in a large percentage of
divers who have developed Type ll bend», if a diver has a long history of diving without
undeserved bends, many physicians feel it is unlikely that he or she has such an abnormality. A
caution about this condition shouM be included in the diving waiver s<i that all divers are made
aware of this newly detected problem and could have this checked if they felt it were a concern,

C!

Prior to considering a chamber, thought should be given to other ways of providing a greater
operational safety factor, The advantage is that these idea» are preventive rather than corrective.
Several which should be considered are;

A! The use of in-water oxygen decompression. This is not in-water treatment of bends. This
technique was used successfully in 1988 for over 3, NO safe two-a-day decompression dives to
depths between 160 to 190 feet by the Department of Nautical Archaeology at Texas A Q M
University. Decompression tables for this technique were developed by Dr. Vann of Duke
 Jniversity. The present diving tables used by UNOLS  U.S, Navy or more conservative! are
highly reliable. However, an additional saf'ety factor wouM be obtained by using in-water
oxygen at 20 fsw. The level of oxygen exposure in this procedure does not create a danger of
oxygen toxicity. 1t might. however, justify an oxygen toxicity tolerance screening test on divers.
The total cost of in-water oxygen decompression is far less than that of a recornpression
chamber.
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'"" 'ng '»<xt«e <» c<>njunctio» with;iir-ba»ed tables. Thi» would cost more than
"" yg " '" t}ie w"<ter hut i» a vi;ib}e breathing ga» a}ternative. It would require

"annng "n'} any go<id diver could i»a»ter ii. It i» c}ear that using an enriched
i «i«wi}} niit g<l'lr'<lltee 'igiil<l»t ben<}», 'i}though te»t» have shown that it ad . an extra"a it adds an extra

»afety factor i} u»e<} wi h air iah}c» a  .ippriipriatc <}epth»-

Screen a}} Uq !I S diver» }iir the pre»ence ol'.< P,<tent f«r.<men ova}e a» a Part of their pr - g
physical exaniinati<>». St<eh;i »cree<<i<i< ca<i bc done hy»iiiiie phy»ic"a" .
the co»t wou}<} he»evei'I} }lu<l<}fe<} do}}ar». <t illig}lt reduce the p»»»ibility of an unexplained case
ol ben<}». It »hou}d he }>iiinted <iut. h<iwcver, th'ii prob;ih}y many diver» are diving successfully
with a fora<»en ov;ile th'il i» <1<it »ealc<}.  !ne ph>>»ician who di»cu»»ed this i» of the opinion that
the da a»o l;ir avai};ih}e <}o ni>t warr;ini wi<}e»creening o}' diver».

D! Train per»onnel to be .ihle i<i;ii}mirii»ter <ntravc<i<>«» liquid»»uch a» Dextran. Re»ca«»t Texas
Uriiver»itv delllon»II" <led t}l'lt, <11 ilio»t i<1»l'I<ice», dopp}i i' detectable bubbles ln goats with

hend» were reduced an ! even di»;ippeared. 'I'h<» i<}ea need» to be studied further on humans,

Conc lu» i on»;

Careful analy»i» o}' i»ore then 4 } ve<ir» ot' re»e'irch diviiig ef}ort» doe» niit, at this time, indicate a
»afe y proh}eni that dictate» either;i require»tent I'or the in»ta}la ion ol' a chamber on a UNOI.S
ve»»e} that i» conducting '< diving crui»e <>r  he u»e «I' ih» i»eth«d» of increa»ing safety margins that
arc dctai}ei} above. Ciiven the exec}lent pa»t record and careful nature of UNOLS diving, it i»
uii}ike}y that a requirement li>r;i «haniher will be w;irr;inted in the future. However, data on the
que»tion ot' appropriate»atety margins»hould continue to be co}}ected and reviewed.

Re<. <irnmended Acti<in»:

There are three categoric» ol' recor»mendatii>n»:

A! Chamber requirement»: ln view «  thc p;<»t ti>N !LS experience, n<i chamber should be required
for diviiig cruise». However, a chart <'}' a}} hied>e» «}' w;<ter contiguous to the U.S., identif> in
the location of avai}ah}e»h<ire-ha»e<} treatment chanlbcl». t<>gether with i»for ation
availabi}ity <if evacuation equip»'>ent..«'><} re icii<iii time f<ir emera>e»cy evacuation
prepared and reviewed to determine }in»»>h}<. ciacuati<>» tinii»g.

pr»m<>tion i!t diving procedure» th;<t wi>uld turthei i<lcre;<»c divine safetv.

} ! }n addition io the Uxi !LS re<luirc»ic»t» }or «dherence io the AAUS re»caresearc diving
} 'I»' !} <S> re»ca<< h <l>x <n ' con»»UIEitv I» enc<!uraged to utiI . th 'd Iuti ice the guidelines

,d ai t},e A»««ci<» Ac»<}e<»y iif' Un }erwater Sciences workshops  , D» ops  e.g., Diving
Computers.  he Bi»mech <nic» i>l Sat'e A»cent»!
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2! In-water oxygen decompression shouM be considered as a way of providing an extra safety
margin. This might follow the tables developed by Dr, Richard Vann at Duke University,
and currently used by the Institute of Nautical Archaeology. Thi» research should a»»ess
added safety factor resulting from the use of in-water oxygen for decompression. Note:
This is not in-water treatment of decompression sickness.

3! The use of NITROX breathing mixture~ for some UNOLS diving should be considered. An
assessment of the technique should include consideration of the amount of added safety in
view of the type of diving taking place on UNOLS ships, a» wella» the added cost over air
diving.

C! Encourage future research aimed at:

1! Developing new techniques for detecting patent foramen ovales or other arterio-venous
shunts,

2! Determining if on-board oxygen generators would be cost effective, and what if any
difficulties would be presented by the presence of five percent argon in this oxygen, A
study also should be undertaken to determine if such an oxygen generator would be practical
for oxygen supply for resuscitators and in-water decompression as well as for shipboard
mono-place and multi-place chambers,



Section Three:

Looking Ahead
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Prepared by Lyrtne Carter Hanson

Back round Summa

There are many technologies corning into use by the scientific diving community that are beyond
those traditionally used by scientific divers. Many of these neN technologies are not new at all but
have a long history of industrial and other diver group usage  e.g., NOAA use of NITROX!. When
adopting additional technologies into the repertoire of scientific diving, a variety of mechanisms have
been used which range from personal discussions to the convening of a workshop  e.g., American
Academy of Underwater Sciences' Workshop on
Diving Computers! and development of standards
for and by the cornrnunity. The four perspectives
concerned with additional technologies and
mechanisms to deal with them are;

The ship operator with overall responsibility for over-the-side operations;
The scientist with his or her need and desire to accomplish pood science;
The scientist's horne institution with its concerns for safety, liability, and reputation; and
The funding agency which is responsive to community demands and at the same time
responsible for  among others!: safety, finances, and precedent setting issues,

Control of all hyperbaric exposure by employee» of research institutions has traditionally rested with
Diving Control Boards. These groups are also responsible for the development of new protocols and
standards for new equipment and situations  e.g., diving computers, HELIOX, NITROX, cold water
diving, diving tables, multiple tether diving, etc! Recently two issues of broad concern to the
scientific diving community  diving computers and biomechanics of ascents! have been addressed by
AAUS workshops,

The specifics of a research dive are not traditionally the concern of the ship operators as long as they
feel confident that the planning has been sufficient to result in a safe and successful operation. The
establishment of campus diving administrations in the form of Diving Control Boards as documented
by AAUS standards has been well accepted and successful. The development of rules, standard»,
and protocols for new personal equipment will likely follow the traditional model of: first, an
increase in interest by the research diving community for use of the technology; then the
development of a community standard.

When it comes to a broad range of issues related to diving, there are other groups and societies that
are, and should continue to be, involved. For example, the issue of the frequency and content of a
diving medical exam is more clearly the purview of a group such as the UHMS than AAUS, MTS,
or UNOLS.

The issues of availability, as well as protocols and standards development, are not as clearly
delineated when it comes to the use of One-Man Atmospheric Diving Systems  OMADS! and
Remotely Operated Vehicles  ROVs!. Part of this results from these new technologies not yet
attaining the level of use that, for example, scientific diving has reached. There was a time in the
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history of scientific scuba diving when it was unregulated and a pioneer activity. As it became more
regularly utilized, recognition of the need for standards and guidelines brought ab<iut the;r
development.

If a higher level of use and commonality of new technologies is foreseen, then prot icols and
standards need to he develoPed. Again, using the research diving analogy, it makes sense that the
user community be self-regulating and codify generally accepted practice before often unworkabfe
and occasionally dangerous rules and regulations are imposed from the outside. To deal with the
policy and technical issues of availability, technical complexity, and training and safety of all
research submersibles, manned and unmanned, the establishment of a UNOLS committee, the ln Sttu
Science Committee �SSC!, is suggested. The lSSC should, like the AAUS Standards Committee
accepted by  he cornrnunity and the agencies.

The issues related to guideline development for the use of underwater vehicles can be divided into a
number of sometimes overlapping areas:

availability in terms of: scientific need, user mechanisms, resources, and vehicles;
the technical complexity of operating and maintaining the vehicle  including over-the-side
considerations!; and
the training and safety of using a scientist as pilot.

~ Scientific need: There are a number of reports  e.g�The Penning» Report" by NOAA, the
Low-Cost ROV and Suhrnersihle Workshop Report" hy the University ol' Rhode Island's
Center for Ocean Management Studies. and the UNOLS Submersible Science Study'"! that
point oul that portions til the science community have a requirement for increased availability of
undersea vehicles. According to the UNOLS .Suhme>sihte Sciertt e Study  S'!:

The principal problem confronting the  oceanographic l research cotnmunity is the lack of access to
submersible systems. These will he primary to<tts ot' the next generation of tvceanographers; yet
while the technology continues to evolve, the development of research methodologies f' or their
utilizatton is lagging far behind.

This comment reflects the growing recognition of the importance tif these new tools to the
advancement of oceanography.

'New Directions for NOAA's Undersea Research Program,' Jennings, P. D.: l986, Texas A & M Un'"e
College Station TX.

'The siarine Research Community and Low Cost ROVs and Submerstbles: Needs and prospects.
l986, Center for Ocean Management Studies, University of Rhode island, Kingston, Rl.

'SuhmcrsiMe Science Study.' Robison, B.  Chairman!, 1990: University National Oceanographic Laboratory Sy
l inivcrstty of Washington, Seattle. WA.
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User tttechani»ms, resources ttttd vehicle»: The u»e ot' OMADS <xith federal t'unding i» an
important i»»ue that requires some attention, There i» no con»i»tent policy across the federal
government for the u»e of OMADS. NOAA doc» not all<iw cv«n thc < <in»id< rurir>n of OMADS
as a tool tor u»e with their funding while NSF ha» fund«d OIVIADS der»on»tration dives a» well
a»»ucce»sful field progranis and NPS/DOI  Nati»nal Park Service, Department ot' the Interior!
has encour'iged OMADS use a» the mo»t appropriate tool lor»pecitic»cientilic projects, There
appear» to be a connection betw»en the lack of' c<titsi»t»nt federal policic». the lack of federally
recognized operational »tand;trd» attd th» tnt»rat reluct;tnc«. t<t ntak« th«se ncw technologies
readily available to  hc»cience c»ittmunity. The reports cit«d above»t.tte. unequivocally, that
th» demand for the use ot man»»d;ind unmann«d suhiiter»ihl»»y»tent» will c»ntinue to grow. A
standardized mechanism ntu»t be d»vclopcd to assure safety and efficiency as well as provide
I'ed»rat cori»i»tency in availahl» li»cal re»our»»» t'»r the us»»t ntann«d and unmanned
submersible» t'or scientific purpo»e», Tlte ntecharti»m could utilize «itlt«r l»cal  modeled on that
ot' a Diving  . ontrol Board! <ir national  like the AAUS Standards   oirllttittee! model» to
<»complish this goal depending on vehicle c»rnplexity and cost.

Another a»pect ot thi» dilemma i» that of co»t, Who i» going t<i p;ty,' Thi» i» a vahd concern.
There are tho»e in the community who feel that the us«ot' any suhmer»ible should h» like the
use of ALVIN <ir regular shiptiinc, That i», request» for»uhmersihl«»upp»rt should bc handled
through regular federal taciliti»» furtding channel». Th«r«are»ther» who t<'.»I th'tt tlte»ci«nc«
budget should directly t'und th» u»c of th«sc new technologie». Ther« i» a tt~echarti»ttt for
moving new marin» technologies from the drawing board thr<iugh th» pr<iving»tag», t]owever,
the mcchani»rn does not f'ollow through by bringing th<i»e proven new technologi»» on-line, The
agencies need to complete the loop that they have estahli»hed hy developing a method to lund
the use ot proven new technologies, Thi» funding mechanisnt must he re»p<insive to the
demand» of the scientific user community.

Technical Corn lexit

On the technical side. the community ha» recently relied on the turn-k»y, l«a»»d vehicle approach
which includes the owner/operator's personnel, protocols. and practices. The variety and type of
vehicle» that are available continue» to grow, [t would be u»«ful  <i the scientific community to have
a mechanism to evaluate and utilize new capabitities as they come on line. 'lhe lea»c method has
worked well and brings with it the technical component imp<!rtant to sue»»»»tut operations, For
ROV». the community ha» either utilized operator-developed prot<>c<tls, developed their own
documented procedures or relied on the operating pr<tcedures developed by IVITS . Even with a
lea»e approach, there have been irregularities in the availability ot' vehicl»s for use by the scientific
community, with much of the irregularity <iriginating from th» availability i»sue» discussed above,

'Operating Guidelines lor Remotely Operated Vehicles,' Wernti, R.L.  Chairman!: 1984, Marine Technology Society
San Diego Section, San Diego, CA.
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Trainin Scientists as Pilots

The third issue of the scientist as pilot lend» itself to community action through the development of
standards of training, safety, and practice much like the self-developed and self-imposed diver
training standards of the AAUS. Although AAUS is not the best organization for the development of
these protocols, its mechanisms are a good model to follow. The actual development of standards
could be left to interested university boards  in cooperation with vehicle operators! and submitted to
the oversight group or be prepared by the ISSC itself,

Concludin Comments

The workshop participants expect underwater vehicle use  especially OMADS! to become
widespread. This will require the codification of a set of national minimum operating standards. A»
a result, it is crucial that the ISSC be made up of people with expertise and interest in the use of
manned and unmanned underwater technologies. The ISSC's authority and usefulness depends upon
the level of expertise of its members. The user community will closely watch the appointment
process and will take the ISSC and its recommendations seriously only if they feel it both
representative and knowledgeable.

The development of guidelines and related items by a community-accepted organization would serve
to: reduce the anxiety of the ship operators related to the on-board and over-the-side use of all
underwater vehicles; address concerns of the funding agencies related to safety procedures and
liability; and be a first step in the development of a mechanism to promote up-dates and better
communication on the availability, use, and protocols related to new technologies. There are many
concerns that could be addressed by the ISSC that would be beneficial. They include but are not
limited to: insurance, safety, pilot training, shipboard handling, institutional operations,
ship-of-opportunity transfers, leasing mechanisms, and regular inter-group communications and
up-dates  e,g�meetings between UNOLS, RVOC, new committees, agencies, scientists, AAUS, etc.!

Considering the above discussion, the following recommendations resulted:

AAUS should continue to be involved in non-submersible scientific diver issues;
Other societies should be encouraged to remain involved in issues of their expertise;
Representatives of the various groups should meet together periodically to facilitate
communication; and
UNOLS should establish a standing committee called the In Situ Science Committee  ISSC!
to;

0 assess the current development, availability, and appropriate applications of 'new'
technologies for in situ science;

0 advise NSF, ONR, NOAA, and other federal agencies on in situ technologies, their evolution
and application;
foster the incorporation of these new technologies into federally funded marine research;

0 establish consistent operational standards for new technology equipment for use by the
science community;

0 establish guidelines and provide oversight for the contracting, safety, and insurance for
leased, in situ, new-technology equipment  foreign and domestic!;

0 coordinate and promote the efficient joint scheduling of subrnersibles or other in situ
equipment on an inter-agency basis; and

0 promote the establishment of a shared-use equipment pool and tool inventory.
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Emphasis for the 1SSC wouM be on current submersible technologies as we!l as new technology
issues that involve substantia! departure f'rom current practice in oceanographic research with
respect to operations, safety procedures, or personnel training. Examples would include, but are
not limited to; submersibles, OMADS, ROVs, AUVs, and combinations, It would nr>l invo!ve
itself in scientific proposal review but rather could offer technical and operational review in the
form of assessments and adequacy of the tools and the procedures proposed.

issues for consideration by this committee could arise from within the committee or from
sources outside it, including;

c> UNOI S;
federal funding agencies;
other government bodies;

0 the academic oceanographic science community;
marine technology industry;
international marine scientists and institutions", and

0 other interested and appropriate parties.

Issues which this committee deems inappropriate for its consideration could be referred to other
expert bodies  e.g�L.'HMS for medical concerns, AAUS for scuba diving issues. and MTS for
engineering questions. etc,!,

Committee Com osition

This committee should broadly represent the marine community mcluding participants from the
fo1! o w in g gn>ups:

research vessel operator»;
commercial marine technology c<>minunity;

0 iicade in> c oceanographic coillnlunlty;
0 Diving Sal'ety Officers from UNOLS institutions: and
0 as observers; representatives of the funding and regulatory;igencies.

Committee Structure

In the I.;NOLS structure the ISSC would
occupy a position comparable to the RVOC
and the Fleet Improvement Committee  F!C!.
Since the charge to the ISSC enc<>mpasscs all
in situ technologies, it would seem logical Ih,it
the ARC would cventua!!y become a
perinanent subcommittee within it.

There are two mechanisms that c<>uld he
empl<>yed in th<. structuring of this committee
 apart from the ARC component!. Onc is to
appoint a large ISSC committee w!iose members could be divided into functional groups to
address identified problems, Th< second mechanism would create a sma!ler standing ISSC
which could convene ad hoc panels of outside experts to deal with specific issues. X
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Future Needs and Pro'ects
Prepared by Mike Lang

One of the primary reasons for this workshop was to increase communication between the various
parties involved in a research diving cruise. Vessel operators rarely know r>f the exi»tence of
research diving safety programs on any campus but their own and, due to a lack of first hand
experience, lack confidence in any research diving safety program» other than the one on their
campus. This general feeling of discomfort is exacerbated by the difficulties  and occasionally
confusion! surrounding the qualification of research divers whose home institutions do not have a
research diving safety program.

To help the implementation of workshop recommendations, insure the orderly evolution of future
standards and guidelines, meet future needs of the research diving community and academic fleet,
and obviate the need to conduct a workshop similar to this one in the near future, formal links
between the major organizations concerned with shipboard research diving need to be forged,

The lack of a formal structure linking UNOLS/RVOC, AAUS and NOAA ci>ncerns for research
diving safety has been an impediment to routine progress on issue» of research diving safety within
the academic fleet, This lack of inter-relationship and coordination between UNOLS/RVOC and
AAUS is perplexing since a substantial congruity of rnernbership exists between UNOLS/RVOC and
AAUS, and there is a high level of AAUS activity within the UNOLS/RVOC community and a
significant commonality of interest.

This commonality of interest is evidenced by exten»ive informal links such as AAUS members
contributing sections to and reviewing sections of the UNOLS Shipboard Salty Standards and the
RVOC Safety Training Mrrnual; AAUS issuing and periodically revising the diving»tandards under
which research divers at UNOLS institutions are trained and certified and which are used for the
administration of research diving programs at UNOLS institutions; AAUS providing the only
framework for inter-institutional reciprocity and acceptance of research diver certification within the
UNOLS cominunity.

AAUS has been the single national body representing the United States' research diving community
for more than a decade. AAUS has represented research diving community interests before
Presidential Commissions and Federal agencies; provided the only significant national forum for the
exchange of information dedicated to underwater science accoinplished by research divers; convened
panels of experts to study and supply guidance on the use of new diving technologies; provided an
interface with the international research diving community; compiled statistics concerning research
diving activities, accidents and exposures; and provided a forum for the Diving Safety Officers and
institutional representatives to meet and discuss items of common interest.

UNOLS/RVOC and AAUS will continue to work on behalf of their memberships, within the scope
of their missions and available resources. The development of a structure integrating research diving
safety concerns will add to research diver safety and expand the capabilities of the research diving
community by establishing consistency and reducing duplication of effort. Examples of benefits
include:
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Making AAVS in<>re available  and directly responsive! to UNOLS/RVOC for consultation and
advice on questions concerning or affecting re»earch diving.
Having AAVS provide, at UNOLS request, an external review function for diving cruises;
Providing a»tructure for peer review of science proposals involving research diving which would
include the be»t available review of diving operational safety and feasibility considerations.

Recommendation»

A! Fortnal links between UNOLS/RVOC should include  but not be limited to!:

1! Requiring Organizational Membership in AAUS of UNOLS institutions that;

a! Operate vessels carrying research diving cruises, and
b! Who have re»earch divers participating in such crui»e»:

2! Reciprocal representation a  each others meetings;

3! Identified section» in each others' newsletters: and

4! Occasional joint meetings.

B! Supplying technical links  as part implementation of the S' Report!. through VNOLS setting up a
Diving Safety Officers sub-committee under the propo»ed In Situ Science Sub-Committee
 ISSC!; and the AAUS Board of Directors»etting up a UNOLS Diving Officer Coinmittee
within the AAUS,

C! Research diver safety and efficiency would be enhanced if in addition to creating
UNOLS/RVOC links with AAUS, similar links, at the operational research diving level, were
created with NOAA. Academic diving and NOAA diving program»»hould aggressively pursue
a reciprocity agreement covering research diver certification. Thi» link could provide a model
for future cooperation on the safety, efficiency. and consistent utilization of new technologies, C
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A endix A: Schedule of
The URI/GSO Worksho on Scientific Shi board Divin Safet

SUNDAY, lit FEBRUARY 1990

Breakfaet - I hr.

Welcome and Introduction Dolly Dieter for NSF0800

Leon Greenbaum for UHMS

Jim Griffin - Workshop Details

Jim Williams - UNOLS

Jack Bash - RVOC

Chuck Mitchell - AAUS

Bteak -'/, br1030

Perspectives on the Probtem: Science Issues1 I00

tatrtcb - 1 hr

I 320 Bob SandBlue Water Diving:
Description and Terminology

l345 Jim Ciriftin A. Bob SandThe Matrix Iool:
A General Explanation

J im Grift inIntroduction to Case Studies14 �

Task Group Meetings.
Group chairperson is
underlined in ~bold t JLe.

1430

Break - '/', hr, Ditttter - I % br1730

Task Group Reports

Daily adjournment review.

!930 Task Group Chairs from l430

Jim Griffin

Marine Operator and Diving Issues:
I ! Organization Description.
2! Perspectives on the problem,
3! Review of Documents.

Group I: Bob
Stenneck, Phil
Sharkey, Tim Askew,
Bill f'ife. Lynne
Hanson, Dolly Dieter,
David Casiles.

Larry Madin
Alice Alldredge
Bob Stenneck
Jon Wittnan

Group '2: Jittt
Williams. Alice
Alldfedge, J ifn
Gnffin, Jack
Nic ho l s, V ike
Lang, Leon
Greenbaum.

Group 3: Jitn
Stewart Jon
Witman, Jack

Bash, Chuck
Mitchell. Tom
Hall, Bob Sand,
Larry Madin.
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MONDAY. 19 FEBRUARY I99tt

Sreaitflat - 1 br

Jim Ciritl'in[ntroduction to Topic Scssi<insOg00

0830

Brttak - 15 min

1atacht - 1 hr 15 mitt

1300

Btcak - ]S mitt

1515

1615

Srotk - /a hr, Dttttma'- 1 /~ hr1730

1930

Daily adjoumtnent review.2100 Jim Cirifftn

Topic Session ¹I:
Multi-institutional Diving Cruibes.

Topic Session ¹2:
Additional Personnel I' or Diving Cruises.

Topic Session ¹3: Responsihility Sta ernents,

Topic Sessio~ ¹4:
Diver Training Standards,

Topic Session ¹5:
Small Boats and Small Boat Operators.

Topic Session ¹6:
Emergency Planning and Accident Management.

Topic Session ¹7:
Recornpression f hamhers.

Topic Session ¹It:
New Technologies issues

l.arrv Madin, Jii» Stewart, Boh Sand.
Jack 13ash,   huck Mi chcll.

Jim Williams. Bob Siennee<. iim
5 tc w art. J ac k B ash.

Jack Bash, Alice Alldrcdge. Jim Stewart,
Dolly Dieter. Jin! Williams. David
C as i I es.

Chuck Mitchelk J<in Witman, Phil
Sharkey. I iiti Abkcw.

'lirn Askesv, Jack Rich<>ls, Mike Lang,
Alice All dredce. David Casiles.

Tom Hall. B<ih Sand, Jim Williams, Jack
Nichols. Leort Greenbaum, Bob Stenneck.

Bill Fife, Alice Alldredge, 1'om Itall, Phil
Sharkey, 'I in! Askew.

Lvnne Hanson, I arry Madin, Jack
'blichols. Jim Williams, Mike Lang, Bill
I'i fe.
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Professor
Biological Sciences
Universi y of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

Alice Alldredge
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Harbor Branch Oceanographic institution
5600 Old Dixie Highway
Ft, Pierce, FL 34946

Timothy Askew

Marine Superintendent
Graduate School of Oceanography
University of Rhode island
Narraganse  , R 1 02  82

jack Bash

Research Vessel Cap ain  ret.!
Falrnou h. MA 02543

David Casiles

E.R. Dolly Dieter Program Manager
Ship Operations
Di< isiort Of Ocean Sciences, Room 609
National Science l'oundation
lg X  Ci. St NW
Washington, D.C. 2056 !

Director

Hyperbaric Lab
Texas A & M Univer ity
College S ation, TX 77843

William Fife

F.xeculive Secretary
Undersea & llyperbaric Medica! Socie y
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda. MD 20814

Leon Greenbaum. jr.

James j. Griffin Direct<ir of Facilities

Graduate School of Oceanography
University of Rhode Jsland
Narragansett, Rl 02   �

Special Operations Director
Medical Advisory Syste n
Box 193 Pennsylvania Ave Ext
Owings, MD 20736

Thomas Hall

F.xecu ive Director
Center for Ocean Managemen  Studies
University of Rhode island
Kingston, Rl 021 81

Lynne Carter Hanson

Special Operations Dircc or
Medical Advisory System
Box 193 Pennsylvania Ave Ext
Owings. MD 20736

J<>hn Harper
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President-Elect AAUS
Scientific Diving Officer/OASR
A k I Building, Room 2201
Smithsonian Institution
Washingtoii D.C. 20S60

Michael Lang

Laurence Madin Senior Scientist
Woods Hole Oceanographic institute
Woods Hole, MA 02S43

Charles Mitchell President- AA U S
Marine Biological Consultants Inc.
947 Newhall Street
Costa lvlesa, CA 92627

Jack Nich !ls Diving Salety Officer
RSMAS Dive Office
University of Miami
4600 Rickenbacker Causeway

Miatni, FI. 33149

Robert Sand Chairman, Diving Control Board
Oraduate School of Oceanography
Uiniversity of Rhode Island
Narragansett, Rl 02882

Phillip Sharkey Div ing Safety Officer
Cjraduate School of Oceanography
University of Rhode Island
Narragansett, Rl  
1182

Robert Steneck Professor
Darling Marine Center
University of Maine
Walpole. ME 04573

James Stewart Diving Safetv Officer
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Scripps Institution of Oceanography
La Jolla, CA 92093-0210

Jon Witrnan Professor
Northeastern University
Marine Sciences Center
East Point
Nahant. MA 01908

James Williams Marine Superintcndcnt

Scripps Institution of Oceanography
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PO Box 6730

San Diego, CA 92106
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A endix C: Notes oII the Matrix
Prepared by Phil Yiharkey

A primary goal of the workshop was close examination of the responsibility and authority of UNOLS
diving cruise participants. This needed to be done so that workshop recommendations established
congruency between the items and events that each cruise participant had authority over and those that
the participant was responsible for. Thi» is an exceedingly complex task, made more formidable by the
conflict between the tradition that a ship's Master is answerable for all that happens, and the reality that
research divers, once they are in the water, are not in contact with the ship and operate independent of
any outside control.

The matrix was designed as a tool that would supply a structure for evaluating the assignment of
authority and responsibility for each component of a cruise to all personnel involved in the cruise. It
was designed to provide:

A! a starting point for the workshop that would focus on the critical issues:
8! a level of objectivity to the questions raised. particularly those involving authority and control;
C! an objective means of dissecting the administrative layers involved with shipboard diving;
D! a framework for discussing the complex, interrelated topics; and
E! a check for conditions where a solution would exacerbate or cloud another issue s!.

The actual development of the workshop version of the matrix included:

A! A list of all the cruise parficipants  individuals and organizations! who might be involved in a
diving cruise was prepared. This list was arranged into functional units. such as ship's personnel,
science party and diving administration,

B! Similarly, the events  real as well as conceivable! of a diving cruise were compiled and arranged
into chronological order,

C! The cruise participants were placed on the ordinate of a chart and the events on the abscissa.
D! The matrix was circulated so that overlo<>ked cruise participants or events could be added.
E! The matrix was applied to case studies from diving cruises a» a check for completeness.

At that point the matrix was sent out to all workshop members. 'I'hey werc asked to inspect it and to
apply it to any diving cruise case studies they had.

Early in the workshop, a session was held to present a short example of the application of the matrix
to a case study, The workshop participants divided into three task groups to examine the matrix in
detail. Each task group was carefully designed to include members from each constituency  operator,
science, diving administration!. One task group was chaired by a representative of each constituency.
The task groups were asked to perform two assignments;

A! Review each cruise event, determine which listed individuals and organizations were involved in
that event  adding any overlooked participants! and rank the participants' involvement with respect
to their <>wn subjective appreciation of the participants' level of combined authority and
resp ons ibil i ty,

B! Conduct a detailed examination and review of several case studies and determine that their rankings
werc appropriate.
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The workshop member»' initial impression was that the matrix might be an unreasonable amount of
work; however, all the task groups «omp!eted their review and at least one case study in the allotted
three-hour time period. There was agreement that the matrix met the three goals listed above,

lt was more useful than a simple checklist. The inatrix deals in two dimensions, while a checklist is uni-
dimensional. Since the major workshop task deals with interfacing groups of people, the matrix's
contribution to identifying the point»  and effects! of interaction was vital.

Three assumptions were identified and concern over them was expressed:

A! Different institutions conduct their business in different ways using different structures, titles, etc,
This complicates deliberations and could lead to misconstruing fmdings and recomtnendations.

B! The matrix design was based on cruises funded through NSF which are conducted aboard UNOLS
vessels. This could bias the matrix analysis and results and lessen the applicability of findings and
recommendations to other types of diving cruises  e.g., platforms of opportunity, NOAA,
institutionally funded cruises, EPA!.

C! The matrix starts with proposal writing and is oriented to events and actions. It does not address
the skills, knowledge and experience  or lack thereof! that the various cruise participants bring to
the process. As a result, findings and recommendations concerning the training of cruise
participants will be missed by analysis of the matrix.

Specific recommendations for changes in the matrix included:

A! Addition of a line for specialized training in the diving techniques to be employed during a cruise
such as a dive that is conducted at the start of the cruise.

B! Addition of a 'brief dive team' item which includes 'assign dive team roles.'
C! Addition of an 'identify potential hazards on site' line,
D! Addition of a line for keeping watch on the dive team from the ship.
E! Addition of a line for medical oxygen.
F! Combination of the 'small boat equipment' and the 'small boat emergency equipment' lines.
G! Elimination of lines concerning special personnel which could be subsumed under other categories.
H! Elimination of the redundancy of separate lines for specifying. obtaining. inspecting and approving.

The v orkshop participants thought that, in a fully developed form. the matrix v ould serve as an effective
guide for assuring compliance with regulations and standard~. It v'ould also be of help in analyzing
a«cidents/incidents with an eye to clearer definition of responsibilities so that problems could be avoided
in the future. The participants recommended that further developinent of the matrix be organized to
illustrate that a cruise has three phases where different primary groups interact;

A! At the start of a program the Principal Investigator develops a proposal and «ommunicates
frequently with the Marine Office and home campus diving administration.

8! The next phase begins when the proposal has been funded and preparation for the cruise begins.
This phase involves the campus diving administration of the home and operating institiitions and
the science party interacting in a variety of ways.

C! During the operational phase, the interactions are primarily between the people on board the ship.
the Master, crew, science party. On-Board Diving Supervisor, etc.
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Cases of equal ranking of responsibility were identified hy;ill the t;ish gr«iip». Thi' did not mean that
everyone identified had to perform the task. or check on the it»rn, l>ut that all th<>»e identified had vetc>
power over the outcome. For example, approving the emergency plan was»ccn to involve the Marine
Office, the ship's Master, the home and operator Diving Safety  !llicers and campus diving
administrations and the On-Board Diving Supervisor. All the»c participant» did not have to be involved
in the preparation of the plan. but all of them had the right t«»end it hack t<> the drawing board.

Fifteen different matrix cells where the Master was inv«lved were identified hy «n» task group. This
result surprised the task group. It was seen a» a clear-cut step in the right direction and was cited as a
valuable contribution of the matrix that »hould be br«ught «ut il there i» future development of the
matrix,

There exists, by design, a high correlation hetv een the matrix. thc  IVOLS .<'/>ipI><>a><l Safety .Standards,
the AAUS standards and the diving»afety manuals ol mo»i institution», Future work on the matrix
design will recognize these existing systems of »tandard practices. As niu«li as possible the matrix will
also reflect the normal practices that currently assure cruise participant communi«ation  e.g.. the Maririe
Office contacts the Ma»ter, the Master conia«ts the bridge or e»gin» ro<>in arid vice ver»a!.

It was suggested that a condensed forni of the matiix be used a» a «heck. list. If' all the items listed or>
the matrix were part of a checklist, that would b» the basic ha«khone of what »h«uld take place on a
cruise, Such a checklist should start even hef'ore the propo»al i»»ubmitted, since it w<>uhl result in the
early identification of requirements for diving-safety-related equipinent and p»rsonnel. A Principal
Investigator would thus cover all the safety bases and there would he no surprises after a budget has
been approved.

In a fully developed forin, the matrix would serve as an effective guide for assuring compliance with
regulations and standards. It would also be of help in analyzing accidents/incident» with an eye to
clearer definition of responsibilities so that problems could be avoided in the future. The workshop
recommends that efforts be made to develop the matrix further.
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A endix E: Shi board Divin Procedures
by James R. Stewart

Shipboard diving is quite different from small
boat diving or shore-based operations and is,
therefore, worthy of comments to aid the
inexperienced. At all times it must be understood
that the ship's Master has final decisions in any
operation concerning his vessel.

This Iticle is inchided to Provide historical pe«pec! ive aMI
to illustrate+e long standing, ei fective, self-regul a don of the!
U.S. tesearclt triviltg {xlmmni|ity. VPi'.lie sonic of the det.;i;s
|n 8e sectIoni oii Diving &p=ipr:-"< and Div;ig Procedure~
Ire d~rA, Se CrtiiIse gIciiini,".g, Pre-D vc Proc der='r and,
gr-charger'cy FcacecIu."«s sections are quite curie t. TbisI
gacie tvas origin" Hy published as Ski phoae.' Divi;.g,--
'Wroi.ecIu,"cs tn Part HI of The Script- Ins.'i'>i< n og
Qcei3ilcgrcrp+y  +Brine Tech'}kcMlis Hfb~XQ<>2kI. Cruise Planning

II. Diving Equipment

Diving equipment should be stored in an area where it can be dried. This designated 'Diving Locker'
should be well ventilated and lockable, with the key under the supervision of the ship's Master.
Minimum equipment includes two complete sets of the following:

 f! snorkels
 g! knives
 h! weight belts and at least a total

of 40 pounds of weights
 i! inflatable life vests

 a! regulators
{b! air cylinders and back packs
 c! depth gauges
{d! masks
{e! fins  with adjustable straps!

A tank pressure gauge, an assortment of 'goody' bags, and spares of the gear listed above are
additional basic requirements. Personal wet suits and watches are provided by each diving individual.
Surface signals  flares, whistles! and some sort of anti-shark devices are required in open sea diving.
They must be included and used.

* These may be obtained from Mine Safety Appliance Corporation, Draeger Corporation and Kitagowa Corporation.
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Any cruise involving diving operations should be planned in advance to allow loading positioning
and securing of critical equipment, i.e., compressors, volume bank, diving tanks, etc. The compressor
should be positioned with intake toward the bow of the ship  the ship will swing into the wind while
at anchor!, away from exhausts from main, auxiliary, or any other engines, and free from fume
contamination from paint lockers, or gasoline and other solvent handling. Cool running of the
compressor requires good ventilation, and should be perhaps used only at night in hot climates.
When filling air cylinders, salt water from the ship's sea-water system may be turned on the tanks as
a coolant. Oil-lubricated compressors should have some type of oil/water separator built into the
system, and it is highly desirable to have a filtration column which eliminates CO, CO,,
hydrocarbons, oil, water, and any other contaminants in accordance with breathing air specifications.
Also desirable is a small colorimetric test kit to determine air quality . Permanent compressor
installations should be under jurisdiction of the ship's engineering staff for maintenance purposes,
and a log kept for review of appropriate oil and filter changes.
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111. Pre-Diving Procedures

The ihip's Master ultimate!y has authority over diving operalioni from hii veiicl. 11» ih<iuld iniure
that those proposing to dive have proper authorization, either Univeriity Ccrtit'icaii<iii cardi or '!etteri
of approval,' All diving is t<i be conducted in accordance with the Univ»riity Guide 1'or !!iving
Safety. The Senior Diver, determined during the Cruise Planning phaie, wil! act ai li;iiion with the
ship's crew, and act as superviior of diving operationi. llii reip«niibiliiici include iniuring thai
proper equipment ii availab!e in good condition. logging divcri in and <iut <if th» eater, c<iniid»ring
emergency and standby equipment and procedurei, and main air>i»g prop»r rc«<irdi.

Liaiion, besides general cornrnunication, between diving and <> her p»iionnel. ipe«it'ically i»volvei
notifying the Master, the ship'» engineeri. and the co<ik  garbag» ov»rh<i;ir<l ii an; ttr; < tant!. <>I
preparations for diving operation», and tranirnitting a iafc go-ah»a<! r»iponic to the <livcri hcf<irc
anyone enteri the water.

! V. Diving Procedure i

Small boats or ra! i are genera!ly n»c»iiary tor w;>ter entry,  or ui» <ii pl;itl'<irmi, <>r f' or
traniportation. A third perion, at leait, .ihould rentain in  he b<>at. Curr»nti <if't»ti are sufficiently I;iit
t<i prohibit a diver froin iwimming, up-itreani to return to th» boat. When;i dive ii inade uii<ler the
hull or when current direction is known. entry to the water ih<iuld be inade over the how;ind the
anchor linc uicd for deicent: diveri <ihvi<iusly ihould v.orl upi r»;im; way fr<»t> the ihip.
remembering curr»nii tend io be faiteit t<iward th» iurfacc.

I.i»der-way diving neceisitatei two h<iat tend»ri, onc t<> buhhl»-M;it«h and,iiiiit th» divcri, an<! <in»
to run the boat. In advance <if the»xercii» the beit plan ih<iuld bc d»tcrmin»d t<> p»niiii th» div»ri t<i
itay together while the h<iat nianeuv»ri t<>  h»ni. !nf!a ah!e !ile v»iti;iii<1 .in i-ili; rk devi«ei ihniv»i!
must be worn/carried iri open ic;i diving w<irl .

Fiihing and diviiig operationi i»uii never hc carried oii iiiiiult,ine<iuily. It' divirig uiidcr the ihip ii
imperative due t<i t'<iuling <if th» prop»lier. hcavy t<i<ili ought io bc Iov»r»d t<i the diver iii;i 'good>>'
bag. One diver, of;i pair, sh<iu!d w<irk whil» a i»cond acti ai lookout.  Bct'<ir» any vv.iter entry.
diveri should check t<i iee if iharki are f<>!!owing th» ihip.!

V. Emergency Procedure»

Routines and equipment ihould bc outlined b»f'ore»mbarking. Thc ihip'i phyiici.in ih<iul<l hav<.
knowledge of diving ac«identi and r»quiiite first aid procedurei. Rcf'«rene»i iuch ai I'.S. Navy
Diving Manua! ihould be included in hii library. Rccomprciii<in chamberi and tli» iiieani <il' geitiiig
a diver to one ought to be «hart»d for the entire itinerarv. K
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A~endii V: AAl,!5  lUideline» ftir the use of Dive Com Uters

l.  !<lid th<ise <<1,'<k.es,ul<t ill<'«leis <it' dive cutnputeri spec<fically approved bv' the Diving Control
B<i,<rd <n;<I, he uiett,

Alty <tn el <te~ll ln" lhe up[it <<'< '<1 1<i Use a dive c<!n'Iput<'I as 'l fneanl <il' determining
dec<>i»preiii«n stat«i niuit;<pply t<i the Divin<   <introl Board. complete an;<ppropriate practical
trill<11<i" Ne44i<in and pais a w rltteit exatTllnation,

3, [-.ach tt<ier rely «> <in;«tiie coniputer t«plan dives and indicate <ir determine decompression
status nlust llave tui  iN  i all<i.

On arti given <t<ie, botli divers in  he buddy pair must t'ollow the most conservative dive
co111pu le <'.

lt' tlie diie c<itnputer la<Is at any tinge during the dive, the dive must be terminated and
appr<ipri;<te surt <cing procedures should be initiated itttmediately.

6, A <liver sh<iuld tint dive tor 113 h<!urs before activating a dive computer to use it to control his
Ivin

7.  !nce th» dive computer is in use. it must n<it be switched off until it indicates complete out-
gai»n lias <iccurrcd or 1 t3 h<iurs have elapsed. v hichever comes first.

IVhen usin a <live computer. n<in-emergency ascents are to be at the rate specified for the make
and <ii<ittel <it <1<abc c<imputer being used.

9. Aicent rates shall not exceed 00 few/ntin in the last 60 fsw.

1 !. Whenever pr;<ctlcat. diver' using a dive computer sh<iuld make a Stop between 10 and 30 feet
tor fiv< n>inutei. especia!ly tor divei below 60 few.

Only «ne <live ott the dive cotiiputer in which the XN. <if the tables or dive computer has been
ei,ceeded tnay be ni;<tie in any 18 hour period.

12. Repet<tiie and niulti-leve! diving proce<lures should start the dive. or series of diies. at the
n1;t'xtn'<lull planned depth, followed by subsequent dives of shallo'<ver ei<poiurei.

1~. Multiple deep dives require special consideration. K
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A endiz  >. AAt!S Safe Ascent Recommendatitm!i

tt hai long been the position ol the American Acadeniy <>f  '»der«,<tcr icie»cci tli,it tlte ultiiit;ite
responsibility for safety reit' with the individual diver.

The time hai come to encourage diver' to ilov. their aiccnti,

l. Bu<ly;iiicy conipelt~atlon ii a ~ignilic;NI pr<ibtc»1 iii Itic «intnil «l aiie»li.

Training in,,ind underita»di»g «f, pr<ilier aiccnt teel»iiquci ii ill<i<'l.iliieilt<il 1« matc <h~ Ill'
practice.

Before certit'ication, the diver ii t«de<»<initrate pr<iper b<i<iy<iiic<. «ci I»»g «»d a c«ntr<illed
a~cent, including a 'h<ivering' .estop.

4. Diver% shall peri«dlcally levlew pr«pel alee<it lee!»»<1<ie> 1<i i11<lli'it;Ilii lii«l icic11cl .

Ascent ratei ~hall n<>t exceed 6 ! feet «1' iea w;<ter per i»iiiutc.

6. A i op of the I ! to 3 ! t<.'et ol gaea «ater r<»tc t'<ir three-t<>-five nti»utei ii ic«,»iiiiiciided «n
every dive.

7. When uiing a dive coinputer or table~, »<»t-e»terge»cy »ice»ti tire t«bc,ii ilic r,itc ipecdicd t<ir
I he ~v Stern be <»g Used.

N. Each diver ~hall have initrume»t~ to m<initor aicent ratei.

9. Diver' using dry ~uiti iha1! have trainiiig in thell Lt~e.

1 !. Dr! ~uili shalt liave handi-t'ree c~'haunt v;ilvei.

l l, BC" . hall !»<ie a r "liabl rapid ihau t;ilv hi h "<iii b p r;it 1 iii, li rir' »t;il iiiiiiiiii ~
p<ii i t 1<»»

1 . A buoyancy cotnpeniator ii re<tuire<t «itli dry ~uit <ice 1<ir »ice»t c<intr«l .iii<l ci»er 'e»c<
ft @talion.

1.3. Hreatl»ng ! X! percent <ixygen ab«ve water ii prelerrcd t« i» «.<lcr;iir pr<icc<lulus t<II <iliiilte<!
de<.'ompreision. Y


